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I Dgerald

Observation shows that bubbles in large particle fluidized beds

behave quite differently from beds of fine particles. They expand and

can grow faster than they rise. Bubbles in fine particle beds seem to

grow primarily by coalescence, while in large particle beds they are

observed to grow mainly without coalescence.

The aim of this study was to gain a better insight into bubble

behavior in fluidized beds of intermediate and large particles (particle

diameter greater than 0.4 mm), and understand the cause of the observed

bubble growth.

In the theoretical part of this work it is shown that emulsion

voidage invariability, incompressible viscous gas flow and potential

solids flow assumed by existing theoretical two-phase models cannot

account for the observed gas accumulation within bubbles. A simplified

theoretical form for the gas accumulation rate in a cylindrical bubble

is developed. It is based on different areas of gas inflow and outflow

at the bubble boundary, and on the fact that the emulsion voidages

above and below the bubble are different.

It was shown that voidage variations in the emulsion phase around

a bubble are important to bubble growth considerations. The experi-

mental cases analyzed for single growing two dimensional bubbles indi-

cate a higher voidage at the wake region, than the voidage at the nose

of the bubble. It was found that a relatively small difference in

emulsion voidage above and below the bubble can cause significant gas

accumulation within the bubble reaching values comparable to the gas

throughflow.



Finally the movement of bubbles in the vicinity of an immersed

tube and pressure-time curves representing the slow bubble and rapid

bubble growth regime, and the transition range are analyzed in order to

identify important bubble behavior characteristics.

An experimental set up was developed making possible simultaneous

permanent recording of the two-dimensional bubble behavior and instan-

taneous pressure data acquisition at multiple locations in an area under

study. Lapsed cinematography and a special circuit activating the data

acquisition system was used. The experimental set up enabled the col-

lection of a large amount of data which gave valuable information about

fluid dynamic behavior in the vicinity of an immersed tube.

Experiments were performed at atmospheric pressure and room

temperature in a two-dimensional fluidized bed with an immersed 50.8.mm

(2 in) in diameter internal located at a height 0.35 m above the dis-

tributor plate. Glass, sand and dolomite particles with mean surface

particle diameters of 0.65 to 2.6 mm were used. Superficial air velo-

cities used spanned a region from well below minimum fluidization con-

ditions to 2.82 m/s.
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NOTATION

Parameters and symbols that are defined and appear locally are

excluded from the present notation. The dimensions of the appearing

symbols are given in SI units. Special units for some of the symbols

appear occasionally in the text, and here

a

A

Ab

db

d
p

a
p

f

f
ke

f
v

g

gc

KT

L

mf

L0

m

n

P

Ap

ratio of bubble rise velocity upon interstitial gas velocity

(ubr/u)

cross sectional area of the bed, m
2

area of a two dimensional bubble, m2 (cm
2
)

effective bubble diameter, m; (cm, Eq. 4)

particle diameter, m (mm)

surface mean particle size, m (mm)

fluid-particle drag coefficient per unit mass, s
-1

fluid-particle
kinetic energy

fluid-particle
viscous energy

drag coefficient per unit mass, associated to
losses, m-1; Eq. 36

drag coefficient per unit mass, associated to
losses, s 1; Eq. 35

drag force acting on a solid particle of mass m, N

acceleration of gravity constant, g = 9.81 m/s
2

conversion factor, g
c

1 (kgm)/(Ns2)

average throughflow coefficient; Eq. 10

height, m

bed height at minimum fluidizing conditions, m

fixed bed height, m (mm)

mass of a particle, kg; Eq. 19

parameter of the modified or n-type two-phase theory; Eq. 7

pressure, N/m
2

, (psi)

pressure drop, N/m
2

, (psid)



cin'cl26
rate of gas outflow at the "nose" region of a two dimensional

n (2-D) bubble of unit thickness, m2/s

gw'cl 26
rate of gas inflow at the "wake" region of a 2-D bubble of unit

w thickness, m2/s

Qvb

Qvb

r

r
b

r
R

Rke

R
t

R
v

Re
p

average volumetric visible bubble flow across a bed cross
sectional area A, m3/s

Qvb
A average visible bubble flow for unit bed cross

'

sectional area, m/s

radial distance in polar coordinates, m

bubble radius, m

R
v

the ratio of the two resistance coefficients, m/s;
Rke Eq. 46

a resistance to gas flow coefficient associated to kinetic
energy losses, kg/m4; Eq. 46

tube radius, m (cm, in)

a resistance to gas flow coefficient associated to viscous
energy losses, kg/es; Eq. 46

d Up
_ g ,particle Reynolds number, dimensionless

Pg

S an arc of the bubble-emulsion boundary, m (cm)

t time, s

t
b

local bubble residence time, s

t' local bubble residence time associated to local bubbling, s

to local emulsion residence time, s

u(u
e
) interstitial gas velocity through the emulsion phase, m/s

ubr
velocity of a bubble with respect to emulsion phase, m/s

of interstitial gas velocity relative to particles, m/s; Eq. 3

U superficial gas velocity, m/s

U
e

mean superficial gas velocity in the emulsion phase, m/s; Eq. 9

U
mf minimum fluidizing velocity, m/s



AU = U-U
mf'

excess gas velocity, m/s

solids velocity, m/s

w
g

complex potential for two dimensional gas flow field

x. weight fraction of particles in sieve size interval i,
dimensionless

z complex variable, x + iy (x and y, coordinates in a Cartesian
system)

Greek Symbols

average volume fraction of bubbles in the bed, dimensionless

LAID area change of a two dimensional bubble, m
2

(cm
2
)

bed voidage, dimensionless

polar coordinate with origin at the bubble or tube center,
degrees (radians)

e
A parameter in Eq. 10

gas viscosity, kg/ms

pg density of gas, kg/m3

P
s

density of solid, kg/m
3

(15s
sphericity of a particle, dimensionless; Eq. 31

Subscripts

b bubble

e emulsion

(exp) experimental value

i in sieve size interval i

mf at minimum fluidization conditions

n at the roof, "nose" region of the bubble

r component of a vector in polar coordinates



s solids

(the) theoretical value

vb visible bubble

w at the floor, "wake" region of the bubble

x x component of a vector in Cartesian coordinates

y y component of a vector in Cartesian coordinates

6 6 component of a vector in polar coordinates

evaluated at

Superscripts

2-D
two dimensional values

average value



FLUID DYNAMICS IN A TWO DIMENSIONAL FLUIDIZED
BED OF LARGE PARTICLES

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first large-scale, commercially significant use of fluid-

ized beds for the gasification of powdered coal by Fritz Winkler in

1922, a variety of uses of fluidization has emerged [29]. The challeng-

ing difficulty of resolving the flow pattern of the percolating gas

through the suspension of solids and the contacting pattern of gas and

solid particles, as well as a great domain of possible applications has

attracted numerous dedicated investigators, engineers and mathematicians

throughout the past decades. Most of the commercial applications of

fluid beds involve gas fluidization of fine and relative small solid

particles, with an average particle diameter less than 0.4 mm. The

performance of Beds of Fine Particles, treated as chemical reactors has

been succussfully described by simple as well as complicated models

which account for the flow, contacting and reaction of the two hetero-

geneous phases.

Fluidized beds of intermediate (0.4 mm < a < 1 mm) and large parti-

cles have only recently become the focus of attenion, primarily as a

result of the importance of Fluidized Bed Coal Combustion, for power gen-

eration. Hydrocarbon energy shortage over the last years and coal abun-

dance have intensified the need for optimally designed coal combustors.

In fluidized combustors high combustion efficiency and high rates of

heat adsorption can be obtained at low operating temperatures [17].

Advantages of this technique as compared to conventional combustion

plants include: relatively low operating temperatures in the range of

750 to 950°C which result in slag and clinker elimination; effective

removal of SO
2
by reaction with "inert" limestone or mineral matter

fluidized particles; reduced emission of nitrogen oxides. Other ad-

vantages are: reduction in boiler size and cost; the possibility of

passing the combustion gases from low grade fossil fuels through gas

turbines; in the case of coal, reduced fuel preparation costs and an

immediate applicability to a variety of solid fuels that can burn in a

fluidized combustor (e.g. waste incineration). The ratio of actual fuel
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to the inert particulate mineral matter does not usually exceed two per-

cent. Consequently, the mineral particle's dimension, properties, and

fluidization characteristics constitute the major concern for the design

of a fluidized bed combustor.

Fluidized bed combustion is not as yet free of problems. Imagine

that we wish to treat the gases from a 1000 MW electrical power station,

estimated at 2400 m
3
flue gas/s (Levenspiel [37]). For this large

volume to be treated we would want very high velocities, that conse-

quently would make us choose large particles. With the increase of the

particle diameter the time for complete conversion of the particle will

increase. Consequently the time for a particle to reach a specified

conversion would increase, and a very large amount of particles would

be needed, hence a large bed. The choice of the mineral matter, to be

used as the particulate phase, is another headache for large scale

operation [37]. The conversion of limestone to calcium sulfate is rarely

over 25% in large particles, hence the amount of limestone needed for a

large central power station comes up to about 5000 tons/day. Means to

utilize, regenerate or dispense this waste solid need to be found.

The major concern of the present work is the fluid dynamics in a

fluidized bed of large particles. The design of a fluidized combustor

primarily depends on the behavior of the gas and solids in contact and

around immersed tubular heat exchangers. Learning through experimental

observations and from the limited recent literature on large particle

fluidization made necessary to question the validity of the assumptions

of simplified "two-phase" models, which successfully describe the hydro-

dynamics of fluidization of fine particles.

Chapter II is the background for the study. It briefly summarizes

the mathematical modelling of fluidization, compares this knowledge to

recent experimental findings in large particle fluidization and

questions some of the assumptions of the simplified models of two-phase

theory.

Chapters III, IV and V are the heart of this work. In Chapter III,

a Lemma is presented where predictions from the potential flow of gas

and the Laplacion equation of pressure around a bubble, are compared to

the observed bubble growth in large particle fluidization. A simplified
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theory for gas accumulation in a bubble is developed, based on the

analyses of Jackson [41, 2] and Nguyen et al. [5, 6]. In Chapter IV is

described the experimental set up used to study actual bubbles in the

vicinity of a tube.

Chapter V, includes some of the experimental results, especially

the ones related to the Lemma of Chapter III and the results of the

interaction of the fields around the immersed obstacles and an ascending

bubble.

Summary and recommendations are presented in Chapter VI. The

Appendices contain detailed information which is not included in the

main text.
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II. BACKGROUND

Introduction

The behavior of the gas and the solid particles in a bubbling gas-

fluidized bed is fundamental in the understanding of fluidized bed

phenomena. Gas mixing, solids movement, heat or mass transfer, gas mean

residence time in the reactor and consequently the design of fluidized

beds as chemical reactors will strongly depend on fluid dynamics.

The two-phase theory of fluidization [30] pictures a bubbling gas-

fluidized bed of solid particles as being composed of two distinct

phases: the "emulsion" phase - closely spaced moving solid particles

supported by an upward interstitial gas flow -, and the "bubble" phase -

a discontinuous almost free of particles phase consisting of upward

moving gas in the form of bubbles -.

The velocity Of gas in the emulsion phase and the upward velocity

of a bubble determine the streamlines of gas through the bed. Davidson

[1] and later Jackson [41] and Murray [53], developed an analysis of the

motion of fluid and particles in the neighborhood of rising bubbles.

Two main Regimes of Fluidization are defined.

The Fast Bubble (FB) regime, characteristic for beds of fine

particles, is defined as the state of bubbling fluidization where the

interstitial velocity of the gas through the emulsion phase is smaller

than the bubble rise velocity

of
ubr (1)

The Slow Bubble (SB) regime, [29], which appears in large particles

fluidization, is defined by

of
> U. (2)

Figure 1.1 represents the streamlines of fluid flow around a two-

dimensional shape closely resembling observed bubbles for the case of a

slow and a fast bubble. It is mapped by Collins (see [2]) as a modifica-

tion of Davidson's analysis for non-circular shape of bubbles. The

interstitial gas velocity and the bubble rise velocity appearing in

Eq. (1) and (2) are given respectively by equations (3) and (4), (5) for



ubritlf = 3/5
ubr/uf 5/3

( a) SLOW BUBBLE , (b) FAST BUBBLE

Figure 1.1. Streamlines of fluid flow in the neighborhood of an
indented two-dimensional slow and fast bubble
(from Collins, 1965a, 12]).



Davidson's "bubble-emulsion" model:

Umf
uf = u

e
6mf

(3)

and for 3-D bubbles

ubr 0.711 (gdb)1/2; ubr
22.26 db1/2 (cm/sec) (4)

for 2-D bubbles

ubr = 16.3 db1/2 (cm/sec) . (5)

Original Two Phase Theory and Its Modifications

Toomey and Johnstone [30] in their article "Two Phase Theory of

Fluidization" postulated that the flow-rate of bubbles through a fluid-

ized bed per unit cross sectional area Qvb/A is equal to the excess gas

flow above that required for minimum fluidization al = U - Umf. The

equation may be written

U
mf A

Qvb 5 Qvb
DU

vb A
(6)

6

This conclusion was drawn after the assumption that the average super-

ficial gas velocity in the emulsion phase remains constant and equal to

U
mf' which implies a constant voidage throughout the emulsion phase

equal to ems, the voidage at minimum fluidization.

In the work by Grace and Clift [9] a detailed summary of visible

bubble flow experimental results is presented. A serious overestimation

given by equation (6) was found by most investigators.of Qvb

Some workers like Pyle, Godard and Towe [31, 32, 33] have attributed

this discrepancy to an increase in interstitial gas velocity in the

emulsion phase above that required for incipient fluidization. This

approach called by Rowe [33], as "theory of the variability of the dense

phase porosity," implies that the average emulsion phase porosity is not

identical with the minimum fluidization voidage emf. On the other hand

other investigators like Lockett, Davidson, Grace, Levenspiel and Geldart

[9, 29] have ascribed the observed difference to throughflow inside the

bubble. A "modified" or "n-type" (Grace [9]) two-phase theory was
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introduced in order to relate the visible bubble flow rate per unit

cross sectional area, Qvb' to the superficial velocity.

U = (1 + n6)
Umf (7)

where (3 the volume fraction of visible bubble phase and n a character-

istic parameter of the model.

This theory assumes that the superficial gas velocity through the

emulsion phase remains at Umf, while the gas through the rising bubble

has a mean velocity of (n + 1) U
mf

relative to the boundary of the

bubbles [9].

Values were assigned by Davidson and Harrison, Levenspiel and

Kunii [29], for n to be equal to one for two-dimensional fluidized beds

and equal to two for three-dimensional fluidized beds, in an attempt to

create a universal model.

The hope that n would be a universal (positive) constant and that

would give a measure of the overall bubble flow in a freely fluidized

bed unfortunately did not come true. In the summary of experimental

data on the division of gas flow between phases in freely fluidized beds

by Grace and Clift [9] values of n are almost always positive but lie in

a very broad range. Values of n differ from system to system and from

observer to observer depending upon method of experiment. Values of n,

-Eq. 7, are reported to vary remarkably from -8 to +140 [9].

Yacono et al. [11] develop a new more general approach in order to

describe the division of gas between bubble and emulsion phases which

makes no implicit assumptions about the value of the average emulsion

phase porosity - ee - but requires an expression relating it to permea-

bility. They take into consideration the flow in the form of rings - Q

- and in the form of cloud - Q
c

- for "slow" and "fast" possibly co-

existing bubbles, respectively, the visible bubble flow qvb -, net

vertical emulsion flow - Q
e

-, and throughflow - Q
th'

in order to deter-

mine the total fluidizing flow - Q

QT = Qe Qvb Q c Qr th (8)

They conclude for the case of a slow bubble fluidized bed to a modified

expression [11] which after neglecting the movement of solids and not

accounting the rings simplifies to:
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U = [1 (KT - 1) 6] Ue Qvb (9)

where KT an average throughflow coefficient a function of the ratio of

bubble velocity upon interstitial gas velocity - a -:

KT = 3(1 - COS3e
A
) (10)

sin2e
A

('22)2/3(a 2)2/3(1 - a)2/3 (11)

Experimental Evidence-Large Particle Fluidization

In the introduction of Chapter II two main simplified regimes of

fluidization derived in the original work by Davidson [1] were consider-

ed. The Fast Bubble (FB) Regime and the Slow Bubble (SB) Regime were

defined using Kunii's and Levenspiel's terms [29].

The SB Regime mainly observed in large particles fluidization was

handled by different investigators [1, 29] with the same simplified

assumptions of "two-phase" theory. As Davidson stated (1963), "the

fluidizing fluid for the SB Regime in the neighborhood of a rising

bubble is not greatly different from its motion through a cavity in a

fixed bed."

The importance of fluidization of large particles brought new in-

sights which contradict some of the simplified two-phase theory assump-

tions. The air percolates through the emulsion phase in beds of coarse

particles with a velocity an-order of magnitude greater than it has in

beds of fine particles. The nature of fluidization is changed; a bubble

cannot be considered any more as an ascending entity of recirculating

gas; gas may actually rise through the interstices in the emulsion at a

velocity greater than the rise velocity of the bubbles using their lean

phase as a shortcut. During the experimental part of the present work

(Chap. V), as well as in [3, 14, 10, 24, 25] by Cranfield and Geldart,

Canada et al., Catipovic et al., the phenomenon of rapid bubble growth to

form large bubbles or slugs dominates the greater portion between mini-

mum fluidization and the turbulent regime of fluidization in which a

transition from bubbling to churning flow occurs (Yerushalmi et al.,

1976a) [54, 14, 36, 61].
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Cranfield and Geldart (1974) developed a simplified expression of

bubble diameter as a function of the level above the distributor h for

a three-dimensional bed:

d
b
= 0.0326 (U - U

mf
)
1.11

h
0.81

+ 10%; h > 5 cm (12)

The five centimeter limit is imposed because bubbles cannot be dis-

tinguished as separate entities at the distributor. In Eq. (8) Umf has

been used instead of the originally proposed minimum bubbling velocity

U
mb since in fluidized beds of coarse particles there is very little

difference between the two [55, 56, 57]. For considerable difference

the original Umb ought to be used. Although Cranfield and Geldart ob-

served that bubbles in a fluidized bed of large particles do grow much

more rapidly than can be accounted for by the change in hydrostatic head

they don't show any explanation of the phenomenon. The same phenomenon

is described as a characteristic of large particle fluidization and

analyzed in the later portion of the present work.

The tendency to form large bubbles has been called apparent slugg-

ing (Canada et al., 1976), particularly when the bubbles form in a bed

which is too shallow to allow a train of true slugs to develop. This

state of fluidization is referred hereafter as the Rapid Bubble Growth

(RBG) Regime, and it is reached at higher superficial gas velocities

when the bubble growth rate is of the same magnitude as the bubble rise

velocity [3]. This rate of bubble growth is indeed a significant por-

tion of the gas through flow in bubbles of fluidized beds of large

particles, as it is proved in Chapters III and V. The regime is charac-

terized by large pressure drop oscillations (Chap. V), with amplitudes

reaching a significant portion of the mean pressure drop through the bed.

Numerous investigators [35, 36, 37, 38, 19, 39, 40] have found

bubble coalescence and splitting to be the main cause of changes in total

bubble volume for small particle fluidization. On the contrary in air

experimental observations of large particle fluidization slow bubbles

exhibit independent growth which for higher superficial velocities

imposes a completely different regime of fluidization the so-called

Rapid Bubble Growth Regime (RBG). The same phenomenon was observed by

N. Catipovic et al. [3] in the "Regimes of Fluidization for Large
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Particles," Cranfield and Geldart [24], Canada et al. (1976) and McGaw

(1977). In fact the RBG regime, where bubbles will virtually explode

through the bed, dominates large particle fluidization for a broad

range of U/Umi values below the turbulent regime. The SB regime is only

observed for values of U/U
mf

which are close to unity.

Some investigators have noticed that the quality of fluidization of

large particles changes when the superficial velocity is raised above a

certain value. No one since now has offered a definite explanation for

this phenomenon. Geldart and Cranfield [24, 58] state: "It is clear

that some unusual event occurs around U-U
mf

= 0.5 m/s ... without con-

siderably more investigation, one can only speculate as to the reason

for this strange behavior." Similarly, Cranfield and Gliddon [59] state:

"When the gas velocity was increased (U-Umf = 0.35 m/s) the bubbling

became violent and bubble throughflow becomes an unknown function of

gas velocity ..."

At higher superficial velocities a transition from bubbling to

churning flow occurs by a breakdown of the large gas voids observed in

the Rapid Bubble Growth or Apparent Slugging regime. The new state of

fluidization was named by Yerushalmi et al. [61] the turbulent regime,

and it occurs for both large and small particle beds. There is not as

yet a definite agreement on the limiting velocity for the turbulent

regime. Catipovic et al. [3, 25, 26] indicate that the transition seems

to occur at a smaller multiple of U/Umf for coarse particles. Canada

et al. in their article [10] attempted to relate the transition to the

ratio of superficial velocity to the terminal velocity of the particles.

This ratio does not appear to be constant since for the two size glass

particles they used, it varies from about 0.32 (2.6 mm particles) to

about 0.6 (0.65 mm particles). It is interesting to note that in the

turbulent regime the amplitude of the pressure oscillations decreases

as the superficial velocity is increased further.

Concluding Remarks

1. All discussions of bubble motion, based mainly on the original

postulate or Two-Phase Theory introduced by Toomey and Johnstone [30],
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start from the basic assumption that there exists a state of motion

describing a bubbling fluidization system in which a region free of

particles (a "bubble"), distinguished from the particulate phase by a

sharp interface, remains constant in size and shape and rises with

constant speed through a uniformly fluidized bed (Jackson [2]). Con-

sequently steady flow around a bubble results.

2. The existing treatment of bubble motion depend on a number of

radical simplifications of the equations of motion, some of doubtful

validity, together with approximate methods of solution whose appli-

cability is even more questionable (Jackson [27]). The cause for

such simplifications has been the engineer's approach to an extremely

difficult problem of fluid dynamics in a fluidized bed.

3. "The end justifies the means." These radical assumptions may be

considered justified as long as reliable results may be concluded.

In view of this, it is surprising as well as fortunate that many of

the basic features of fluid dynamics in a fluidized bed of fine

particles, excessively studied in the past, are accounted for qualita-

tively, even by the simplest approach, and somewhat more sophisticated

treatments have yielded good quantitative agreement between theory and

experiment (Jackson [2]).

4. Davidson's model assumes that the particle phase behaves as an in-

compressible fluid, so that c = elle at all points outside the bubble.

5. The recent importance of fluidization of large particles has brought

new insights which should be compared with the radical assumptions of

the existing bubble-emulsion models. Indeed, the gas percolates

through the particulate phase of such a bed with a velocity an order

of magnitude greater than it has in fine particle beds.

6. In the experimental part of the present work as well in references

[3, 14, 10, 24, 25] it was observed that rapid bubble growth to form

large bubbles or slugs dominates the velocity range between minimum

fluidization and the turbulent regime of fluidization where a transi-

tion from bubbling to churning flow occurs.

7. Bubbles in a fluidized bed of large particles do grow much more

rapidly than can be accounted for by the change in hydrostatic head.

This phenomenon has not been explained.
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III. THEORY

A. Lemma

Application of Gauss' Integral Theorem in the Neighborhood of a
Bubble which Rises in a Potential for Solids and Viscous for
Gas Flow Field

z

Figure 3.1. Gas flow lines in the vicinity of a bubble rising
through a fluidized region described by potential
flow of solids and viscous flow of incompressible
gas.

Consider a three-dimensional bubble in a fluidized bed of particles.

The bubble at an instant of time has a volume V
b

and it is defined as a

separate phase by a boundary surface Sb.

The main postulates on which analyses of bubble motion are based

(see [1], Jackson [2], [29]) are:
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1. Viscous incompressible gas flow (Eq. 13), for which the proportion-

ality between the gas interstitial velocity relative to particles and

the pressure gradient satisfies D'Arcy's law (Eq. 15).

2. Inviscid potential flow of solids around the rising bubble. The

particulate phase is treated as an incompressible fluid of bulk density

o
s
(1-0, (Eq. 14).

The continuity and motion equations (see Jackson [2]) then become

div(u) = 0 (13)

div(u) = 0 (14)

1
u - U

(E)
grad p (15)

Davidson's analysis assumes that e = e
mf'

hence the fluid particle

drag coefficient f(s) equals to f(emf) which is constant. Jackson's

approach is not restricted to a constant voidage assumption, and uses an

additional equation of motion for the particle phase [2]. The elimina-

tion of u and u from the equations (13) to (15) yields to an equation

which describes the pressure field around a bubble, i.e.

div(--1 grad P) = 0 (16)

The fixed voidage assumption of Davidson applied on Eq. 16 yields to a

Laplacian form of equation for the pressure, i.e. V
2
P = 0, for c = emf.

The volume integral of the left-hand side of Eq. 16 over the

region Vb may be related to the surface integral over the bubble boundary

S
b
by the application of the Divergence theorem (Gauss' integral theorem)

as

div grad P)dV = f dA.(1-grad P) = Jir
t a

W) dA (17)

V
b

S
b

n

where
DP

is the normal derivative of the scalar function P (which has
an

continuous partial and second partial derivatives) at a regular point of

the surface S
b.

This is the directional derivative of the pressure in

the direction of the positive normal (the outward normal) and thus in the

direction of the vector of the differential element of the bubble surface

dA.



In accordance with the basic postulates of the two phase models

and Eq. 16 the integrant of the volume integral of Eq. 17 is equal to

zero. Consequently, the surface integrals of Eq. 17 would also equal

zero. If the drag coefficient f(e) is set equal to f(emf), a constant

according to Davidson's analysis, Eq. 17 gives

f.111 dA / dA VP = 0
@n.

Sb Sb

(18)
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which indicates that the driving force for net gas accumulation in the

control volume will be zero over the boundary surface Sb, and no bubble

growth may result. For Jackson's analysis although the emulsion voidage

is allowed to vary, its values are subject to the satisfaction of the

surface integrals of Eq. 17 set equal to zero and to constant bubble

size as well.

Thus these basic theoretical treatments and two-phase models can

not account for the observed gas accumulation in large particle fluidiza-

tion (remarks 6 and 7, Chap. II), since their restrictive basic

assumptions yield to an equality between gas inflow and outflow at the

bubble boundary. Also, as shown by Eq. 18, the pressure distribution

around a growing bubble does not satisfy the Laplacian equation. For the

Rapid Bubble Growth (RBG) regime accumulation in a bubble is comparable

in magnitude to the throughflow (see Chapter V, and reference [3]).

B. Mathematical Analysis for Gas Accumulation in Bubbles

Although the Rapid Bubble Growth (RBG) regime has been observed

prior to the present work [3, 10, 24, 25], no theoretical explanation of

dynamics in the vicinity of a growing bubble has been made.

Davidson's and Murray's theories, based on the original two-phase

postulate [30], assume constant emulsion voidage equal to emf (Remark 1,

Chap. II). Even for small particles fluidization, there is experimental

evidence by Jackson [41] and Lockett et al. [42] of voidage variation at

the nose of the bubble. Much more likely than not.in large particle

fluidization a difference in voidage may occur around a bubble, hence

affecting the gas throughflow. Jackson's theoretical model [41], allows
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for voidage variation near the bubble.

Leung et al. [5] based on Jackson's analysis, and allowing emulsion

voidage to vary, estimated bubble throughflow for a cylindrical bubble

by the use of Newton's second law for the motion of a particle in the

vicinity of the bubble. In their analysis a gravitational, a buoyancy

and a drag force were considered acting upon a particle of mass m, moving

with a velocity in in the vicinity of a bubble. Their approach proves

handy for an extension in order to account for a gas accumulation rate in

the bubble. This rate is defined for the case of a two-dimensional

bubble as the rate of change of the area of the bubble, and is

equal to the inflow rate of gas at the "wake" region, qw, minus the out-

flow rate at the "nose" region, qn.

As a reference for the drag coefficient and drag force considera-

tions presented later in the chapter, an outline of the forces acting on

a particle of mass m at a point (r,e), with respect to the center of the

bubble, in polar coordinates (Fig. 3.2), and used by Leung et al. in

their original analysis [5], is presented below (see Fig. 3.2).

q20 qw
w

Figure 3.2 A particle moving in the vicinity of the bubble, and the
gas inflow and outflow regions of the bubble.
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1. a gravity force

G
(r

'
= (-mg COS() , mg sine )

2. a buoyancy force

P, P,
B (r (3) = (--11. mg cos() , - mg sine)

P
s P

s

3. a drag force

D (r
'

e) = (m (u
r

u r) f
v

, m(u
6

- u
6
) f

v
)

where u = u
e
) the gas interstitial velocity vector

(19)

(20)

(21)

u = (ur, ue) the solid velocity vector in polar coordinates.

The term f
v

is the fluid-particle drag coefficient per unit mass.

It is presented by Leung et al. [5] and Lockett et al. [34] to be equal

to

f
v
(e) =

U
cmf (P - Pg) [1

-

,m,2- e
] (22)

mf s mf

Equation 22 was derived [34] by the use of Carman-Kozeny equation for

flow through a packed bed. These forces (Eqs. 19, 20, 21) combined de-

rive the approximate interstitial velocity of the gas crossing the

cylindrical bubble boundary at a point (r,0). The application of Newton's

second law for the motion of the particle at a point (r,8) combined with

potential flow of solids around the two-dimensional bubble yields to the

interstitial velocity of the gas at this point (presented in ref. [5]).

Stresses arising from particle to particle interactions are omitted in

the analysis. The assumption used - that the solids "fluid" is ideal

(p = constant, p = 0), and the flow is irrotational ([Vxu] = 0) - may be

considered good except in the neighborhood of the wall surface and the

bubble emulsion interphase. Near such surfaces viscous effects may prove

to be important. There exists experimental evidence (Schugerl et al.,

1961, Jackson [2]), which indicates that the effective viscosity of the

particle phase is large. The approximate interstitial velocity evaluated

at the bubble boundary was found in the same reference [5] to be
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Umf
Ul

r
=

rl
e
mf e 2

) ] cose (23)
b

e L
e
mf

For the cylindrical bubble considered in Figure 3.2, the outflow

of gas per unit bubble thickness passing through the AnB boundary of the

apex of the bubble would be given by an integral form as,

e
n

2-D
qn q 2e

= 2 jr ulr n rb de =

n
0

b

e
n

e
n
3

= 2rb Umf 1:-- cosede (24)

mf
0

Equation (24) may be integrated for a known relationship between

E
n

and 0. As an approximation, an average voidage E
n
may be assumed over

the outflow region of the bubble. For this average emulsion voidage, and

for a section of outflow described by an arc Sn of the bubble boundary -

more applicable for a non ideal cylindrical shape -, equation (24) may be

approximated by

2-D
qn u I S Sn mfS U 1 6mf E

-
n

S
n (25)

mf 1 - e
n

Similar equations to (24) and (25) may be derived in order to

approximate the gas "inflow" for the "wake" or inflow region of the

bubble,
-2e

and qw. The voidage at the "wake" region is called Ew. An

average emulsion voidage Ew may be assumed as well. It should be

emphasized that these equations are approximations to the actual inflow.

The gas accumulation or area expansion rate of a two-dimensional

bubble would equal to the difference of the gas inflow and outflow, i.e.

accumulation rate
dA

b
causing bubble growth dt qw qn (26)

Application of Equation 24 and the corresponding equation for the wake

region, gives:

dA
b m3

3

)(

n
3

2r U cosede -dt
n

cosede ] (27)b mf
mf

3
0 0
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For a cylindrical bubble, of a non-circular cross section, and a

uniform porosity above and a different uniform porosity below the bubble

the gas accumulation rate may be approximated by a simplified equation

dA
b

1 - emf Ewa

r
dt mf c

mf
3 L

1 - e
w

Sw

C. Interpretations-Extensions

a. Davidson's Bubble

(28)

If the basic simplifying assumption of Davidson's analysis is

applied (see Remark 1, Chap. II), i.e. en=ew=cmf, and 28w = 28n, equation

(28) shows that the right-hand side is equal to zero. Thus, the

accumulation rate of gas in a Davidson's bubble is equal to zero and the

bubble does not exhibit growth.

b. Jackson's Bubble

Jackson's analysis of bubble motion does not foresee a gas

accumulation term in the bubble, though it is not restricted to constant

voidage around the bubble. In such a case since the left-hand side of

equations (27) and (28) is zero, for Sw>Sn or 28w>28n, an increased

voidage would be predicted above the bubble. Jackson's analysis [2] does

indeed predict the existence of a mantle of bed of increased voidage above

a fast bubble. Also, Jackson's fast bubble cloud is displaced upwards

relative to the equator of the bubble (Sw>Sn).

c. Growing-Bubble

Equations (27) and (28) prove that the gas accumulation in a

bubble would depend upon the emulsion voidage just above and below the

bubble and the inflow and outflow sections of the bubble.

The ratio of the accumulation to the outflow rate, derived from

the simplified Equation (28), would be:



Accumulation rate
=

e
n 3

1- i
w

S
n

(

e

)

1- e
inflow rate - - S

w
w n

(29)
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It is worth noting that for Sn=Sw and for en=emf=0.4, a porosity

below the bubble equal to 0.48 means that the accumulation rate in the

bubble would be in the proximity of 50% of the inflow rate or about equal

to the outflow rate. Voidage variations in the emulsion phase around a

bubble are therefore important for the bubble growth. For a 3-D bubble

a similar mathematical analysis may be used to derive an approximate

expression, similar to equations (27) or (28), for the gas accumulation

rate in the bubble.

Equation (21) was used to describe the drag force vector acting on

a particle of mass m. It was based on the pressure drop-velocity relation

given by the Carman-Kozeny equation for flow through a packed bed:

2
1 AP

of
=

f e (30)K
1 (1 e)

2 L

This equation represents the viscous energy losses associated to the bed

pressure drop.

For large diameter particles and high superficial velocities a

more general equation should be used to describe the pressure drop to

velocity relation for fixed beds. Ergun [57] correlated the following

equation to describe this relation:

AP Cl -el
2

U
pg

1 - e U2
(31)L

g
c
= 150 ---11-2

2 E
1.75

(1)sdp E 2
(I) ds p

According to Kunii and Levenspiel ([29], pg. 67), the two terms

appearing on the right-hand side of Ergun's equation (31) represent the

viscous and the kinetic energy losses, respectively. The value of the

ratio of the viscous energy losses - first term of Equation 31 - to the

kinetic energy losses - second term - would determine which of the two

terms predominates to the pressure drop across a fluidized region.

For fluidization of fine and small particles, and the lowest part

of the intermediate particles range for small excess velocities, the

viscous energy losses are found to predominate. Consequently, the first

term of Ergun's equation, which is analogous to the Carman-Kozeny
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Equation (30), need to be applied in order to determine the bed pressure

drop. Kunii and Levenspiel [29] use the particle Reynolds number, Rep,

as an alternative criterion to the ratio of viscous to kinetic energy

losses, in order to simplify Equation 31 to its first term, i.e.

AP
ge = 150 (1 - e)

2
U

e '

Re
p

d

P
p

g

U
<20

(4)
s
d
p
) 2 e2

(32)

That is the case when the theoretical consideration employed by

Lockett et al. [34] and Leung et al. [5] in order to determine the fluid-

particle drag coefficient per unit mass- equation (22) - is applicable.

For fluidization of the upper portion of the intermediate particle

range, and for large particles (d > 1 mm) both terms of equation (31)

are important and need be considered in order to determine the bed

pressure drop. The range of large particle diameters, and superficial

velocities used, when both viscous and kinetic energy losses are

important, may be bound according to the particle Reynolds number

criterion to

20 < Re
p

< 1000

In this case the same mathematical analysis for gas accumulation in

bubbles may be applied. Though the drag force vector acting on the

particle (Eq. 21), and used in reference [5] should be modified to

FD = (m {(u -u
r
)2

V
+ (u

r
-u

r
)
2

f
ke '

m ((u -0
e
)f

v
+

r

(u -u )
2

f )
e e ke

for 20 < Re < 1000 (33)

The drag coefficient associated to the viscous energy losses - fv -

and the coefficient associated to kinetic energy losses - fke -, may be

derived from the drag force acting on a unit mass of particle in a bed

of voidage c as a result of a slip velocity of (u-u).

drag force per unit mass
1 AP

os(1-e) L
(34)

The drag coefficients appearing in Equation 34 may be shown to be
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150 1 -c
f
v

=

gc s(Ssdp)2 e
2

f
ke

1.75 Pg 1

gc ps(4)sd )

(35)

(36)
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For very large particles and really high superficial velocities,

the ratio of viscous to kinetic energy losses approaches really small

values. In this case only the second term of Ergun's equation need be

considered, when Rep reaches values over 1000. For this case the Carman-

Kozeny equation used in references [34, 5] would be inapplicable, and

Equation 21 should be modified to

FD
(m (ur-ur)21:ke ' m (110-u0)21ke) ;

Rep > 1000 (37)

If the simplified to its second term Equation (31) is applied to

the minimum fluidization conditions where

AP
L

mf
(Ps -Pg) (1-E

mf) g
(38)

with application of Equation 34, the drag coefficient, fke, appearing in

Equation 39 can readily be shown to be

2

f (P
s
-P

g
) e

mf

U
2

Ps

g ; Rep > 1000 (39)

mf

D. The Phenomenon of Local Fluidization in the
Vicinity of an Immersed Tube

The behavior of particles close to the tube wall is depended upon

the interaction of bubbles with the immersed obstacle. In Chapter V, it

is observed that fluidization occurs in the vicinity of the immersed

tube well below the minimum fluidization velocity. A similar phenomenon

called "local bubbling" or "local bubble generation" is actually observed

in the vicinity of the tube at superficial velocities above Umf. As it

is shown in the Experimental Results it actually affects the behavior of
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a bubble whose size is comparable to the tube.

For the case of a stationary bed, where U < Umf, and in analogy to

the flow of heat, the continuity equation (13) for the incompressible

constant viscosity fluid flow, and D'Arcy's law (Eq. 15) for zero solids

velocity and constant fixed bed voidage require that the pressure P(x,y)

must satisfy Laplace's equation (i.e. v2
P = 0). The gas flow stream-

lines would be orthogonal to the equal pressure lines (from Eq. 15 for

u = 0, e fixed). Thus, the pressure (for constant voidage and gas

viscosity) and the stream function may be considered as the harmonic

conjugates of a complex function which would describe the gas flow.

w (z) = A(z + R
2
/z) ; U < U

mf
(40)

where the real constant A = U from the flow conditions far from the

tube. The real part of the derivative dw/dz would give the x-component

of the velocity and the imaginary part the negative y-component,

respectively [48,49]. Hence for A = U,

1
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Figure 3.3 Streamlines of gas flow around the tube for U < Umf.
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From Equation 41 it can be shown that local fluidization will first

occur at the circumference of the cylinder (r = R
t
), at an angle equal to

90° with respect to the rear stagnation point (at the equator of the

tube), at a superficial velocity:

U > 0.5 U local fluidization at the equator of the tube,mf
0 = 90°, r = Rt

As the superficial velocity increases the possible local fluidization

region, where U
x

U
mf in the vicinity of the tube also increases. The

two regions extend to meet at the front stagnation point for higher

superficial velocities. An equation describing the extent of this

region is given in reference [7]. Similar expressions describing the

entire regions where U
x

or Uy is greater than U
mf

may be obtained from

Equations (41) and (42) for U < U
mf

by setting U
x
or U greater or equal

to U
mf.

U
mf

R2

4 1 - cos 28 U
x

U
mf

r

and

(43)

R
t

2

U
mr - sin 28 4 Uy > U

mf
(44)

r

Two sets of zones may be defined from Equation 43 at both sides of the

tube. These zones are where the possibility for local fluidization

occurs even if the bulk of the bed is not fluidized.
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IV. EXPERIMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION

Some investigators [6, 47] have attempted to study the hydrodyna-

mics around a "fast" bubble in a "falling" bed of particles containing

an artificial void sustained below a course gauze cap. The artificial

void was built to resemble the shape of observed bubbles and the down-

flow velocity of solids was adjusted to the corresponding bubble rise

velocity. This way, of course, experimental analysis is much simpler

but the method is implicitly subject to the main assumptions, of constant

size and constant velocity bubbles, employed by two phase theory. Con-

sequently, their results are in reasonable agreement with two-phase

theory predictions [47]. This experimental technique is much more

likely inapplicable for large particles fluidization where bubbles grow

and move faster with respect to time. In other studies [12], the bubble

under study is injected in the suspended particles bed at conditions of

minimum fluidization. This method is handicapped as well since effects

of excess gas velocity cannot be taken into consideration.

One of the main tasks of the experimental part of this work was to

construct an experimental set up which would be capable to give enough

information concerning the observed bubble growth, and the bubble-

immersed tube interaction (see Chap. III). The problem was finally

approached by simultaneous lapsed cinematography with instantaneous

pressure data acquisition. The employed technique includes the follow-

ing apparatus, media and instrumentation.

a. Fluidized bed facility and fluidizing media.

b. Pressure measuring system and horizontal tube configuration.

c. Data acquisition system and lapsed cinematography.

d. The ramp generator.

A. Experimental Setup

a. Fluidized Bed Facility and Fluidizing Media

Fluidized Bed. The vessel in which the solid particles are fluid-

ized is made of metal and plexiglass and its dimensions are 43 x 12.7 x
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200 cm (18.8 x 5 x 79.9 in). The thickness of the bed was adjusted from

12.7 cm (5 in) to 2.2 cm (0.875 in) by insertion of transparent polished

plexiglass frames. The dimensions of the two-dimensional bed used for

lapsed cinematography and pressure data acquisition were 48 x 2.2 x

200 cm (18.8 x 0.875 x 79.9 in). The fixed bed height used was 48 cm.

A diagram of the experimental setup used in our investigation is

shown in Figure 4.1. The instrumented plexiglass cylinder is placed

into position by fitting it inside the eight pressure probe tips pro-

truding from the rear transparent plexiglass (see Figs. 4.2, .3, .4, .5).

Its horizontal axis is located 0.35 m (13.8 in) above the distributor

plate. The front plexiglass frame used to adjust the thickness of the

bed fits tightly between the bed side walls and the distributor plate

and the whole system is locked into position by closing the fluidized

bed front door. Figure 4.2 is a photograph of the fluidized bed in

working order with the cylinder in position. A milar grid with 1 x 1 cm

squares is placed between the bed front door and the inserted front

plexiglass frame in order to facilitate movie frame analysis. The gas

distributors used are perforated plates with a wire screen covering their

openings. Care has been taken for a sufficient pressure drop across

the distributor plate, which was about 30% of the pressure drop through

the fluidized state. The bed is equipped with numerous side pressure

taps connected to pressure transducers and three water column

manometers.

For the smaller particle sizes used (0.65, 1.3, 2.0 mm) and the

initial bed thickness (5 in), the experimental minimum fluidizing velo-

city agrees very well with theoretical U
mf

values calculated from Wen

and Yu equation [4]. In the truly two- dimensional bed of 2.2 cm thick-

ness and especially for the large size glass particles (1.6 and 2.6 mm)

used, the particles are immobilized at lower gas flow rates by the pro-

ximity of the walls and consequently, higher gas velocities are needed

for minimum fluidization. Table 5.1 shows the experimentally obtained

and the theoretical values of minimum fluidization velocities.

The diesel engine (Caterpillar, Model 3406 T, 325HP) used to drive

the blower (Rader Pneumatics Roots Blower, Model 1228) can produce

superficial gas velocities in the bed well above 8 m/s; however, due to
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Figure 4.2. Front view of the experimental facility during data
acquisition.

Figure 4.3. Rear view. The pressure acquisition system.
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particle carryover considerations, and to instability problems of the

inserted frames for the immensified pressure fluctuations observed

(Chap. V), lower velocities were used. The maximum superficial velocity

used in our study was 4 m/s for the 5 in thick bed and 2.5 m/sec for

the 2.2 cm, 2-D bed and the 2.6 mm glass particles. The air coming from

the blower is directed into a duct system which supplies air to the

entire fluidization facility in the Chemical Engineering building. Gas

flow through the fluidized bed is adjusted by an exhaust valve and

measured by an orifice flowmeter located immediately upstream of the

main test facility. The orifice plates used (1 and 1.75 in. diameter)

were calibrated with the use of rotameters deriving the equations which

give the volumetric flow rate as a function of a differential pressure

manometer indication, the actual temperature and pressure of the enter-

ing gas stream.

In order to damp the upstream pressure oscillations originated from

the blower function, a pressure oscillations damper was used before the

gas entered the fluidizing unit. The damper was consisting of a "capa-

citor" big steel vessel followed by a "resistor" adjustable valve

(Fig. 3.1). The pressure-time recordings presented in Chapter V (Figs.

5.2 to 5.7) show no influence by the upstream pressure oscillations

caused by the blower function, and which have an average frequency of

about 8 cycles/s for the operating conditions used. Because of the same

consideration differential pressure measurements with respect to the

fluidized bed freeboard were attained instead of absolute pressures.

Fluidizing Media. As explained in the introduction, fluidized bed

combustors would contain mainly large particles (a > 1 mm) and inter-

mediate particles (0.4 < a < 1 mm). Combustion bed material is usually

dolomite or limestone. The particles chosen for our study represent the

full range of sizes present in combustion beds. Quartz sand, dolomite

and glass balls were selected because their specific gravity resembles

very closely the solids fluidized in actual bed combustors.

Quartz sand with a mean

1.3 mm, and dolomite, ap . 2.

5 in and 2 in (12.7 and 5.08

surface particle diameter (a p) equal to

0 mm, were used for the bed thickness of

cm) where the flow behavior of the bed
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without an internal was studied, in order to assist our subsequent

understanding of the effects of the immersed internal.

Rear illumination considerations and clear movie pictures made it

necessary to use glass particles of average diameters: 0.65, 1.6, and

2.6 mm for the true two-dimensional, 2.2 cm thick, fluidized bed used

for the pressure data acquisition around the immersed tube. Table 5.1

shows the properties of the solids fluidized and the fluidizing condi-

tions.

b. Pressure Measuring System and the Horizontal Tube Configuration

The pressure measuring system consists of a) pressure probes,

b) pressure transducers, and c) operational amplifiers.

Pressure is measured at 16 (2 x 8) points located at the circum-

ference of two concentric circles of radii r
1

= 3r
tube

and
r2 rtube at

an angular distance from point to point equal to 45°. The center of

these two circles coincides with the center of the immersed tube. Three

more pressure measurements (Fig. 4.5) are obtained from three different

axial locations in the fluidized bed in order to determine minimum

fluidization conditions and:time-average bed height at different super-

ficial velocities. All the pressures are read differentially with

respect to the freeboard pressure (reference, Fig. 4.5).

The Horizontal Tube Configuration. A 5.08 cm (2 in) diameter hori-

zontal plexiglass tube is placed between the front and back transparent

walls of the 2-D fluidized bed. It is used for the study of bubble and

immersed internals flowfield interactions. The immersed internal

simulates tubular heat exchangers in fluidized bed combustors. This

study is crucial for heat transfer considerations and for the testing of

the validity of "packet" heat transfer models [26, 7, 56, 62] for the

rapid bubble growth (RBG) regime.

The center of the tube is 35 cm above the distributor plate. It

is surrounded by 16 pressure probes tips extruding from the rear wall.

The first eight probes are symmetrically distributed on the tube circum-

ference. The rest of the probes, numbered from P9 to P16 are similarly
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located at an angular distance of 45° (P9 at the front stagnation point;

numbering counterclockwise) but at a radial distance equal to 7.7 cm.

The probes themselves consist of 3.2 mm O.D. (1/8 in) steel tubes, end-

ing in a same diameter tip, resembling a microphone bulb. The tip of

the pressure probes is made with low pressure drop wire screen. This

kind of probe tip accomplishes three main functions. First, it prevents

bed material entering the pressure lines; second, it increases the area

of the tip exposed to the gas flow, decreasing disturbances by solids

attachment to a regular tip; third, it diminishes flow destruction

because of its small dimensions. The end of the tip projects from the

rear wall by only 6.4 mm (1/4 in) in order to avoid wall effects and on

the other hand to avoid flow disturbance. Figures 4.4 and 4.3 represent

a front, a side, and a rear view of the instrumented cylinder configura-

tion. The probes terminate in 6.4 mm (1/4 in) short distance nylon tub-

ing which connect them through same diameter latex tubing to the pressure

transducers.

Pressure Acquisition. The pressure transducers are true integrated

circuit type (National Semiconductor, model LX 1601D). Their output

voltage is linearly related to the differential pressure across the

transducer. A total number of 19 transducers are used for the 19 pressure

channels (P1 through P16 for the tube configuration, and P17, P18, P19

for the three axial locations in the fluidized bed).

The output signal from each of the transducers is scaled with

respect to an offset value of -5.0 volts and a gain value of 10 V/psid

using operational amplifiers.

c. Data Acquisition System and Lapsed Cinematography

The analog signals (+ 10 v), representing a set range -0.5 to

1.5 psid, from the operational amplifiers are sent to the real time

interface of the Data General model 840 NOVA minicomputer located in the

Chemical Engineering Department. NOVA minicomputer has 128 analog-to-

digital input channels and can sample data at a rate exceeding 10,000

points/second.
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In order to relate the instantaneous measurements to the actual

bed behavior lapsed cinematography was used at a constant speed of 24

frames per second, by the means of a Super-Eight Nikon R-10 movie

camera. The bed was mainly backlighted with three high intensity rear

floodlights. A light diffuser was used occasionally behind the back

wall. The front of the bed was slightly lighted in order to be able

to distinguish the front grid and easily record the bubble dimensions.

The main experimental goal was to be able to relate a specific movie

frame to 19 pressure signals obtained from the bed at the same instant

of time. Figure 4.5 shows the final configuration used in order to

attain this goal. The shutter opening of the camera was giving a

simultaneous discrete strobe signal, used to activate, first, the data

acquisition system on the real time interface of the minicomputer used,

and second, the Ramp Generator. The complete circuit for the pressure

data acquisition is given in Appendix A. Appendix B represents the

circuitry used for the strobe signal amplification and the activation

of the Ramp Generator. Twenty data points were obtained every 42 msecs

(1/24 sec) corresponding to each movie frame. A total of some millions

data points were obtained throughout the runs. The technique employed

gave an excellent permanent record of the overall bed behavior, over-

coming the ambiguity of what actually happens in the bed when instan-

taneous data acquisition is employed.

The employed technique proves to be extremely important since

pressure drop values can be used to determine gas flow patterns in the

immediate vicinity of the tube or anywhere else in the bed, and to check

whether assumed flow regimes for gas in and around bubbles are reason-

able. Pressure values can also give information on bubble frequency

and residence times, with the added advantage that this type of local

pressure measuring system may be used at very high temperatures (while

heat transfer and capacitance probes are limited to moderate tempera-

tures). Also, the cross-correlation between any two pressure signals

at different locations will give information on the bubble velocity

around the immersed tube. .Figure 4.6 shows the block diagram of the

computer facility used.
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Oregon State University
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Figure 4.6. Block diagram of the Chemical Engineering Department
minicomputer facility.
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d. The Ramp Generator

A problem faced during the design of the fast data acquisition

system was that the minicomputer function is interrupted up to 100 times

per second from the Real Time Clock. That means that the exact point of

time, in the interval from frame to frame, at which the pressure measure-

ments are actually made, is difficult to locate.

A linear ramp generator (Appendix B, and Fig. 4.6) was used to

overcome the problem. It is actually activated from the camera strobe

switch at the same time that the digital strobe signal activates the

computer. As soon as the Ramp Generator (R.G.) is activated it starts

generating a linear ramp with a voltage directly proportional to the

time since the camera switch was activated. The linear ramp goes from

zero to eight volts in 37.5 msecs. After the last pressure data is

taken (channel P19) the voltage of the ramp generator is sampled at the

same instant of time through a special input line (channel 20). That

voltage recorded may be translated to the time elapsed from the switch

activation to the last pressure signal acquisition.

Our consideration proved to be extremely important since every

other frame the data acquisition of channel P19 was indeed delayed for

about 32 msecs.

B. Procedure

The main error-causing factors for the signal of a pressure trans-

ducer are expected to be time and temperature, thus the most effective

compensation technique is autoreferencing. For our higher system-

accuracy requirements, a finer degree of error control was provided by

periodic calibration and by keeping the filming time in the range of ten

seconds and the temperature almost constant.

An overall run of one or two movie films (COSTA 0 through COSTA 49),

consisted of many data blocks of about 240 frames each obtained for

differnt superficial velocities. Gain and Offset Blocks of about the

same length were obtained at the beginning and intermediate positions of

each run in order to obtain periodic calibration and autoreferencing of
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each individual channel. Shooting the movie camera for a period of time

was acquiring the corresponding data points by the means of a computer

program called SUPER8.FR. A program called TASKACTIV was used in con-

junction with the above program. It transfers the data to a disk when-

ever a push-button existing in the experimental facility is pressed. An

Offset Block consists of a sequence of frames with 20 data points each

for no air flow through the fluidized bed. The average value of each

channel was set as zero for consequent Data Block points manipulation.

In order to calibrate the gain of the pressure transducer a similar

Gain Block was obtained with no flow of gas by applying a backpressure

of one psid through an air supply system.

A program called OFFSCAL.FR offsets and scales the data taken by

the SUPERB program, using the offset and gain values located immediately

above within the same file. The above mentioned programs are presented

in Appendix C. The final printout of the later program presents 1) the

offset value for each individual channel, 2) its gain value, 3) the

frames and their corresponding pressure values for the 19 pressure probes

as well as their Ramp Generator signal for each individual data block.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Fluidizing Conditions

Properties of the particulate matter used, range of superficial

velocities, and values of the upstream temperature (see Fig. 4.1) are

summarized in Table 5.1. The densities of the particles were determined

experimentally from volumetric measurements by water displacement.

Whenever particles in a particular range spanned several screen sizes,

either a short cut, single size range was used (sand, 1.3 mm), or their

mean surface particle diameter - dp - was calculated by use of Equation

45 (rest of the particles used).

.

a
x1

(E ) (45)
i p.

The experimental minimum fluidizing velocity for the thick, 12.7 cm

bed, resulted from water column pressure drop measurements. For the

truly 2-D bed (2.2 cm) time averaged pressure drop measurements were cal-

culated for each superficial velocity by the use of the computer pro-

grams described in Chapter IV and Appendix C. The increased deviation of

experimental and theoretical Umf values, noticed in Table 5.1 for large

diameter particles fluidization, in the 2.2 cm 2-D bed is probably

caused, as explained earlier, by particle interlocking between the vessel

walls.

Superficial gas velocities spanned several different regimes from

packed beds to high-velocity beds occasionally slightly below the turbu-

lent regime which was not attained because of the reasons explained pre-

viously. For the higher excess gas velocities in the RBG Regime, the

bubbles observed were so big that our experimental setting could not

offer any results related to bubble growth. The bubble growth results

were drawn from small excess gas velocities (0.10 to 0.35 m/sec) where

bubbles of smaller size than the outer pressure probe diameter of our

experimental setting were observed. This range actually coincides with

the upper portion of the slow bubble regime and the transition range

from the SB Regime to the RBG Regime. All experiments were conducted
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Table 5.1. Properties of Solids and Fluidizing Conditions.

Bed Thickness 12.7 cm (5 in) 2.2 cm (0.875 in)

Internals No Single instrumented tube

Particulate Quartz Dolomite Glass Particles
Matter Sand

Particle Diameter

a
P

(mm)

Size range

Density

ps(kg/m
3
)

Sphericity

(I's

e
mf

Umf
(exp)

(m/s)

Umf
(the)

(m/s)

Gas superficial
velocity range
(m/s)

1,3

.991-1.68

2.0

1.68-2.38

0.65

single

1.6

single

2.6

single

2700 2750 2470 2810 2860

0.82 0.85 ',1.0 '1,1.0 rt,1.0

0.45 0.43 '1,0.4 '.0.4 '1,0.4

0.765 1.17 0.44 1.32 1.94

0.75 1.13 0.418 0.96 1.4

0.35- 0.50- 0.19- 0.90- 1.55 -

2.50 3.50 0.86 2.64 2.82

Temperature range 25-35 29-38 24-27 32-42 33-43
(°C)
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Figure 5.1. Time averaged pressure drop versus superficial gas velocity for the
two-dimensional fluidized bed of glass particles with d = 2.6 mm.
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at.atmospheric pressure, with air as the fluidizing gas.

The fixed bed height used was approximately at the boundary be-

tween shallow (bed height < bed width) and deep beds. A typical bed

pressure drop vs. gas velocity diagram is shown in Figure 5.1. The

location of the lower pressure probe at the side of the bed was raised

above the distributor region in order to avoid pressure fluctuations

caused by jetting which occurs at this region. The constantly increas-

ing pressure fluctuations at higher velocities verify that the turbulent

regime was not achieved in our study. The pressure oscillations and

bubble occurrence, bubble growth, local fluidization and bubble splitting

results and observations presented in the later portion of this chapter

verify and/or complement our theoretical considerations presented in

Chapter III.

B. Pressure Oscillations and Bubble Occurrence

Numerous studies present bed pressure drop fluctuations at or close

to minimum fludization conditions. Many recent studies indicate an in-

crease in pressure drop fluctuations for increased superficial velocities

in large particle fluidization [10, 12, 14, 22, 24, 26]. A complete

interpretation of the pressure-time curves for different superficial

velocities proceeding from minimum fluidization, to the slow bubble

regime and to the rapid bubble growth regime is not presented in the

literature. Most of the studies have been handicapped by not knowing

precisely where the ascending bubble is when a given pressure recording

is made.

Bubble residence time, size, growth and throughflow are extremely

important for heat transfer, gas bypass, chemical reaction, and solids

movement considerations. Our experimental set up was especially designed

to give the picture of the state of fluidization in the vicinity of the

immersed internal when pressure recordings were made. In order to gain

an insight on what a pressure-time recording actually means, a frame-

pressure data analysis is presented for a range of superficial velocities.

Differential pressure data with respect to the freeboard pressure is

plotted for the front flow stagnation point on the tube surface (PI), the
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rear stagnation point (PS), and the mid-point at the right-hand side of

the tube (P3). The corresponding pressures at the same instant of time

are plotted for the pressure probes located at a radial distance of

50.8 mm (2 in) from the above mentioned locations, P9, P13, and P11,

respectively (see Fig. 4.4 for exact pressure probe location).

a. Local Fluidization

Figures 5.2 and 5.2a show that the pressure fluctuations at the

equator of the tube (channel P3) are distinct, characterized by small

and large sharp peaks. The increasing pressure portion of the recording

corresponds to the presence of emulsion in the vicinity of the probe

tip. The lowest point is associated with a bubble just leaving the

pressure probe and the highest with a new formed bubble just reaching

the probe. The decreasing portion of the recording corresponds to a

bubble being present in the immediate vicinity of the probe and changing

shape in the process of detaching from the tube surface. The lowest

pressure observed at the wake of the detaching bubble causes an immediate

formation of a new bubble originated at the lower part of the tube. The

amplitude of pressure fluctuations is found to depend on the generated

bubble size.

The bubble grows on the surface of the tube by emulsion gas

accumulation. A similar observation was made by Kilkis et al. in [7).

It is worth noting that the forming bubble is fed by a lean phase at the

lower portion of the tube where the gas has a higher velocity than the

bed superficial velocity (see explanation in Chap. III). Also the bubble

. faces a denser phase associated with the upper portion of the tube where

a lee-stack of defluidized particles is observed for superficial velo-

cities below the rapid bubble growth regime.

The average local fluidization bubble residence time at 90° angular

distance from the front stagnation point (Ell), 60.) is observed to be

higher than the average emulsion residence time (i;, 900). An analogy is

expected for the pressure recording (which reflects emulsion movement

and bubble formation), and for the instantaneous heat transfer signal

(which depends upon solids or gas contact to the tube).
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Figure 5.2. Pressure fluctuations in the vicinity of the immersed tube
for channels, (a) P1, P3, P5, and (b) P9, P11, P13

- Local Fluidization -
Glass particles, d = 2.6 mm, U-U

mf
= 0.02 m/s,

U/Umf = 1.01.
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The pressure fluctuations for the front stagnation point show

distinct peaks for superficial velocities close to or above U
mf

as is

observed in Figures 5.2a, 5.3a (SB regime) and to a much smaller degree

in Figures 5.4a and 5.5 (transition to the RBG regime). However, the

fluctuations are not so regular and their amplitude is much smaller than

is observed at the equator of the tube. This is caused by a local void

region extending down to this point. The average emulsion residence time

at this point is observed to be higher than the average bubble residence

time.

The pressure fluctuations at the rear stagnation point (P5) are

smooth with no distinct peaks. This is attributed to the existence of

a lee-stack region. Local fluidization is also observed well below Umf

justifying the theoretical considerations presented in Chapter III.

Because of this phenomenon causing particle removal and replacement in

the vicinity of the tube, a higher heat transfer coefficient than the one

for a packed bed is expected.

b. Slow Bubble (SB) Regime

Figures 5.3, 5.3a and 5.3b show pressure fluctuations for the same,

pressure probe locations as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.2a. The excess

velocity is increased and the fluidization conditions move to the Slow

Bubble Regime. The graphs present the characteristic behavior of "slow"

ascending bubbles approaching the immersed tube. Exhibit 5.3c shows one

of the largest bubbles observed for the same fluidizing conditions of

Figure 5.3. It shows how the bubble approaching the tube from one side

splits into two parts and evolves in the tube vicinity. The pictures

presented represent a sequence of 9 movie frames taken every 1/24 of a

second. The leading part (evolved after the original bubble splitting)

is observed to grow rapidly, in the meanwhile the size of the second

part is found to remain almost constant or decreasing. This is associ-

ated to a pressure gradient found to exist between the two parts. This

pressure gradient causes a deviation of the outflow gas streamlines from

the second bubble towards the inflow region of the leading bubble.

Further analysis of the bubble internal interaction is presented later
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Figure 5.3. Pressure fluctuations in the vicinity of the immersed tube.
- Slow Bubble Regime -

Glass particles, d = 1.6 mm, U-U
mf

= 0.2 m/s,
U/ Umf = 1.15.
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Exhibit 5.3c. Bubble evolution in the vicinity of the tube.
Glass particles, d = 1.6 mm, U-U

mf
= 0.2 m/s,

U/Umi = 1.15.
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in the experimental findings. Local bubbling, observed at the local

fluidization regions described previously, strongly affects the bubble

behavior in the vicinity of the tube.

Ascending bubbles reaching the tube are indicated by the steepest

and largest pressure drops (see Fig. 5.3a). The main period of oscilla-

tions caused by the rising bubbles is at the range of 1 Hz. A "local

bubbling" signal of steep oscillations of smaller magnitude for the

lower part of the tube is superimposed on the pressure fluctuations

caused by the rising bubbles. Intensified local fluidization has been

mainly observed when a rising bubble approaches the tube. The importance

of this phenomenon is analyzed later.

A steep descent of the pressure of the.rear stagnation point of

the tube is associated with disturbance of the lee-stack region of de-

fluidized particles. This is expected to increase substantially the

average local heat transfer coefficient at the upper portion of the tube

since particles get replaced with fresh emulsion particles.

c. Transition to the Rapid Bubble Growth (RBG) Regime

An increase of the superficial velocity yielding to excess velo-

cities of 28 to 37 cm/s, for our two-dimensional studies, has a distinct

affect on all the pressure-time curves studied.

It is worth noting that the ratio of superficial to minimum

fluidization velocity representing the observed transition range varies

from values 1.14, for the larger particles used, to 1.84 for the smaller

particle size. This is an indication that the transition range is better

correlated by excess velocity than by the ratio U/U
Mf'

and is relatively

independent of the particle size used. The excess volumetric flow rate

above that required for minimum fluidization would actually be the para-

meter directly affecting the observed visible bubble flow and the gas

flow through the emulsion (consequently the state of fluidization for

same physical properties particles) and not the ratio of U/Umf. This

argument is supported by much of the experimental data already presented

in the literature [10, 14, 24, 25, 26). As a result a graph representing

the different regimes of fluidization and the transition regions for
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large particles of the same physical properties would be better expressed

as a function of the excess gas velocity above that required for minimum

fluidization.

Figures 5.4, 5.4a and 5.5 show the pressure time curves for super-

ficial velocities representing the transition to the RBG regime. A

careful frame analysis was related to the pressure signals. This helped

us understand what distinct points of the pressure signal mean with

respect to bubbles ascending through the bed. Seven such points are

identified in Figures 5.4a and 5.4b to be related to the influence of an

individual rising bubble on the pressure of a probe located on the path

of the bubble.

Point 0. The point is surrounded by emulsion. The influence of a

bubble which is already described by the last period of pressure

oscillation has deminished either because it has already left

the bed or because the pressure is affected by a new bubble

reaching the point from underneath.

Point 1. The ascending bubble is located below the probe and starts

affecting its pressure. Emulsion is present in the immediate

vicinity of the probe tip.

Point 2. The roof of the bubble has reached the pressure probe

(emulsion is present).

Point (3) The nose of the bubble is at the pressure probe location

(gas phase is present).

Point 4. The equator of the bubble is at the pressure probe.

Point 5. The bubble floor has reached the pressure probe (gas phase

is present).

Point (6) The nose of the bubble erupts at the bed surface. Point 6

appears only if the "wake" of the bubble is still close to the

pressure probe (emulsion is present).

Point 7. Identical to point zero. The bubble has left the bed and the

particles have refilled the void left from the bubble

eruption.

These points may be distinguished for various pressure signals

obtained for different superficial velocities. Points 2 and 3 are

located pretty close together and many times coincide at a sharp high
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Figure 5.4. Pressure fluctuations in the vicinity of the immersed tube.
- transition to the RBG regime -

Glass particles, d = 1.6 mm, U-U = 0.36 m/s,
U/U = 1.27. P mf

mf
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+ft

Exhibit 5.5a. Bubble evolution in the vicinity of the tube.
Glass particles, dp = 2.6 mm, U-Umf = 0.35 m/s.
U/U

mf
= 1.18.
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peak. The same holds for points 5 and 6 with the difference that these

points may coincide at a sharp low peak. The time interval between

points 0 and 1 describes the period for which the pressure of the probe

is not affected by a rising bubble. The size of this interval has been

found to vary drastically for different excess velocities. It varies

from about one second for Figure 5.3a (SB regime) to reach really small

values of about 0.1 seconds for Figure 5.4a. These two points (zero and

one) usually coincide for the RBG regime. Between point zero and one

sharp peaks of smaller amplitude are usually observed (Figures 5.3a and

5.4a). These peaks are similar to the ones observed for local fluidiza-

tion and are found to be associated to local bubbling occurring at the

lower part of the tube.

Points 2, 4, 5, 6 are similar to pressure signal points presented

by Littman and Homolka [12] in their study of injected bubbles at minimum

fluidization conditions, as well as to characteristic points of Davidson's

theoretical pressure-distance from an individual bubble curve [1]. How-

ever, the relative location of the points mentioned above is strongly

depended upon the superficial velocity used and the regime of fluidiza-

tion present.

Identification of the above points on pressure time curves may

yield to information about bubble residence time, bubble frequency, local

fluidization or bubbling in the vicinity of the internal, lee-stack

region destruction (associated with superposition of pressure time curves

obtained for different points of the internal surface), fraction of time

that lean phase or a bubble is present at a specified point where the

pressure is measured (time associated with the negative slope portion of

the pressure time curve), etc.

Exhibit 5.4c shows how a large bubble evolves by lateral absorption

from a swarm of bubbles horizontally aligned at the lower portion of the

bed. The bubble located in the middle of the swarm is under the lowest

pressure because it is located underneath the location where the preceed-

ing bubble has erupted at the bed surface. The rest of the aligned

bubbles exhibit a slightly higher pressure imposed by the larger amount

of solids above them. The pressure difference imposed on the horizontally

aligned bubbles, possibly causes the lateral absorption phenomenon ("cross
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absorption" observed by Cranfield and Geldart [24]).

Exhibits 5.5a and 5.6c show the distinct bubble growth by accumula-

tion of gas in the bubble in the transition to the Rapid Bubble Growth

(RBG) regime and in the RBG regime per se. The frames presented are

taken every 42 mseconds (1/24 of a second). These exhibits make clear

the significance of a gas accumulation term.

The nose of the bubble actually rises much faster than the floor

of the bubble (which becomes the bed surface when the roof of the bubble

"explodes" at the bed surface). It was observed that the bubble follow-

ing the rapidly growing one retained almost the same size until the pre-

ceeding bubble erupted at the bed surface eventually interacting all the

gas stream lines at the wake region of the rapidly growing bubble. That

is illustrated in Exhibits 5.5a and 5.6c.

d. The Rapid Bubble Growth (RBG) Regime

The figures presented in the transition to the RBG regime (5.4 and

5.5) in comparison to the SB regime (Fig. 5.3) show some definite

characteristics of the new state of fluidization obtained. The mean

bubble residence time in the vicinity of a probe (negative steep slope

on pressure-time curve) has increased considerably. The period of

oscillations associated to the bubble frequency has diminished to about

0.8 seconds in the meanwhile the amplitude has increased substantially.

Movie and pressure curves analysis show that local bubbling between two

rising bubble occurrences has also diminished, and points 0 and 1 of the

pressure-time curve almost coincide. This indicates an immediate

influence on the rising pressure of a point by a new approaching bubble

as soon as the influence of the preceeding bubble ceases.

The following figures (Figs. 5.6 and 5.7) have been obtained for

excess gas velocities in the Rapid Bubble Growth regime. Exhibit 5.6c

shows the large rate of bubble growth by accumulation observed. Gas

bypassing the emulsion phase by accumulation, and escaping through the

erupting bubble reaches undesirable values for good gas-solid contact-

ing. The gas occurrence at the rear stagnation point has increased

drastically reaching values comparable to the bubble residence time at
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Figure 5.6. Pressure fluctuations in the vicinity of the immersed tube.
- Rapid Bubble Growth Regime -

Glass particles, d = 2.6 mm, U-U = 0.56 m/s,
U/U

mf
= 1.29. mf
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Figure 5.6a. Pressure fluctuations for channels P1, P3, PS; detail.
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Figure 5.7. Pressure fluctuations in the vicinity of the immersed tube.
- Rapid Bubble Growth Regime -

Glass particles, d = 1.6 mm
'

U-U = 0.95 m/s,
mfU/U

mf
= 1.72.
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the front stagnation point.

The pressure time curves for the front, rear stagnation points and

the equator of the tube surface are superimposed for most of the bubble

residence times observed. This is caused by a bubble, which has the

same pressure at all points, surrounding the immersed internal. The

ratio of the average bubble residence time (negative sloped portion of

the curves) to the average emulsion residence time has increased

drastically reaching values above one. That is clearly illustrated in

Figures 5.7a and 5.6a. The value of this ratio increases with the ex-

cess velocity used.

The pressure time curves and the data analysis presented above show

that models for the mechanism of heat transfer based on the assumption

that heat is transported only by the moving solids, neglecting the con-

tribution of the gas phase are of doubtful validity.

Although the single tube case, studied in the present thesis, shows

no effect of the tube to the reduction of bubble size for superficial

velocities representing the RBG regime, or for bubbles with diameter

greater than two times the tube diameter, a significant effect of a tube

array is noted in [25, 26]. For the single tube case bubble coalescence

and independent growth was observed to increase at the front stagnation

point region of the tube. This is probably caused by the observed

immobilization of solid particles between the bubble roof and the tube

surface, which results to a change of the flow field in and out of the

bubble. This phenomenon is analyzed in the "bubble-internal flow field

interaction" section, presented later in this chapter, and may be ex-

plained by the bubble growth considerations undertaken in Chapter III.

A line of experiments, similar to the ones analyzed in the present work,

using simultaneous lapsed cinematography and pressure data acquisition

for a tube array will contribute to a clear understanding of the bubble

behavior and the tube array effectiveness for gas-solid reactions at high

superficial velocities.
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C. Bubble Growth

In Chapter III the theoretical consideration for a gas accumulation

term explaining the observed bubble growth in large particles fluidiza-

tion was undertaken. The case of a cylindrical two-dimensional bubble

was studied. Equations (27) and (28) give the approximated accumulation

rate in the bubble as a function of the voidage above (en) and below (Ew)

the bubble and the section of gas entrance (Sw) and gas outlet (Sn).

These equations are based on a particle drag coefficient based on the

Carman-Kozeny equation for flow through a packed bed (Eq. 22).

Here, two experimental cases of two growing bubbles in the vicinity

of the tube are analyzed in order to verify our theoretical considera-

tions. Bubbles proper for analysis were restricted to the domain des-

cribed by the experimental pressure probe set up used. Large bubbles

typical for the RBG regime and the transition range could not be analyzed

because their dimensions exceeded the 15 cm diameter defined by the

pressure probe tips.

The cases studied were for bubbles of diameter about equal to the

tube diameter. The sixteen pressure recordings obtained for the cinema-

tographed bubble were used to determine the lines of equal pressure in

the vicinity of the bubble. An equal pressure was assumed for the entire

bubble void. This assumption is justified by the simultaneous pressure-

time recordings presented in the previous section, where pressure line

superposition was observed for the pressure acquisition points covered

by the same bubble. It was not possible to use a Laplacian form of

differential equation describing the pressure field in order to evaluate

the isobars in the vicinity of a growing bubble. The reason is explained

by the Lemma, presented in the theoretical part of this work, where this

assumption of the basic bubble motion theoretical models [1, 2] is proved

invalid for growing bubbles. Linear interpolation between closely

located pressure probe points was used in order to determine the equal

pressure lines in the vicinity of the bubble.

For the analyzed cases presented here, the viscous losses are

higher than the kinetic energy losses, but according to the particle

Reynolds number criterion both energy losses are important. In accordance
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with the theory presented in Chapter III both terms of the Ergun equation

(Eq. 31) were considered in order to determine the flow of gas below and

above the growing bubble where uniform emulsion voidages were assumed.

The area of the bubbles was determined by the use of a polar planimeter

from photographs taken for the bubble under study and for the next instant

of time (which was 1/12 of a second later for the case I, and 1/24 of a

second later for the case II bubble). The accumulation rate in the

bubble was approximated as the fraction AAb/At in cm
2
/s.

Exact bed voidage above and below the bubble cannot be obtained by

the simple instrumentation used. The analysis presented here considers

the voidage above the bubble to be that of minimum fluidization which is

taken to be equal to 0.4. The superficial velocity just above the bubble

is accordingly taken as Un = Umf. In such way the voidage below the

bubble is calculated from gas flow considerations presented in the

individual cases.

Equation 31 may be written as

where:

AP
gc = Rv U + Rke U

2

Rke
[rR + (46)

R = 150
P5

(1 - e)
2

; a resistance to gas flow
(40 d )

2
e
3

s p

coefficient associated to viscous losses.

P,

Rke = 1.75
d

1
-3E ; a resistance to gas flow coefficient

s p

associated to kinetic enegy losses.

Rv
r
R

= = 85.714 ug
Rke (`I'sdp)P g

(1 - ; the ratio of the two

resistance coefficients.

Application of Equation (46) for the nose of the bubble denoted by

the subscript n and for the floor of the bubble denoted by a subscript w,

for equal pressure drop between two equal pressure lines, and successive

manipulation yields to:
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This equation in conjunction with Equation (58), and after fixing

U
n
= U and En = e

mf'
is used for the calculation of the voidage below

mf
the bubble. Equation (58) gives the superficial velocity Uw at the

"wake" region of the bubble and is derived by a mass balance in a two-

dimensional space

U
Umf Sn + AAb/At

w
S
w

(48)

where S
n

and S
w

the arcs of outflow and inflow in cm. These arcs were

defined as the portions of the bubble boundary being parallel to the

first line of equal pressure above and below the bubble and by definition

of an experimental center of pressure of the bubble with respect to the

undisturbed pressure field at a distance from the bubble.

a. Case I

Figure 5.8 shows the observed bubble under study and the bubble

after 83.3 mseconds with a dotted line. The estimated lines of equal

pressure were drawn in the immediate vicinity of the bubble. Exhibit

5.10a shows the evolution of the bubble under study.

Analysis

-Fluidized media: glass particles, dp = 0.65 mm (see Table 5.1).

-Fluidizing gas: air, gas viscosity: p = 1.006 x 10
-5

kg/m-s

gas density: pg = 1.178 kg/m
3

- Area change between frames: AAb = 30 cm
2

, (4.65 in
2
)

-Accumulation rate: AAb/At = 360 cm2/s

- Outflow arc: S
n

= 11.6 cm

-Inflow arc: S
w

= 10.2 cm

- Superficial gas velocity at wake region of the bubble (based on Eq. 48

and Table 5.1): Uw = 85.3 cm/s
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Figure 5.8. Isobars in the vicinity of a growing bubble. Case I.

Glass particles, dp = 0.65 mm, U
mf

= 44 cm/s, U = 54 cm/s; scale = 1:1.
exp
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-Superficial gas velocity at nose region of the bubble: Un = Umf =

44 cm/s

-Ratio of resistance coefficients (Eq. 56): rR = 1.1265 (1 - e)

- Distance between isobars at the nose of the bubble: Ax
n

= 0.433 cm

-Distance between isobars at the wake of the bubble: Ax
w

= 0.44 cm

- Average bed voidage at the nose of the bubble (assumed): En = 0.4

Application of Equation (47) yields to a third order equation as

a function of E
w

:

5.3084 e
w
3

- 1.1265 (1 - iw)
2

- 0.8533 (1 - iv) = 0

with solution e
w

= 0.507

Application of the theoretical equation (39) which approximates the

ratio of the accumulation rate to the inflow rate (for viscous energy

losses considered as dominant) yields a value of average voidage at the

wake region equal to 0.477. The small difference observed between the

theoretical value - application of Eq. (37) -, and the experimentally

calculated value of E
w is probably caused because the kinetic energy

losses term is not considered by the Carman-Kozeny equation used to

derive Equation (37) and because the observed bubble is not of an ideal

cylindrical shape.

b. Case II

Figure 5.9 illustrates the second bubble which was analyzed in a

similar manner as in case I. The dotted line represents the same bubble

after about 42 mseconds. The equal pressure lines were drawn above and

below the bubble. Exhibit 5.10b shows the evolution of the bubble

under study.

Analysis

- The fluidized media and fluidizing gas characteristics are the same as

in Case I.

-Area change between frames: AAb = 3.16 cm
2

(0 49 in
2
)

-Accumulation rate: AAb/At = 75.87 cm
2
/s
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Figure 5.9. Isobars in the vicinity of a growing bubble. Case II.
Glass particles with d = 0.65 mm, U

mf
= 44 cm/s,

U = 60 cm/s; scale = 1.1.
exp
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2
a

3

Case I

Case II

Exhibit 5.10. Illustration of the growing bubbles under study.
a) Case I b) Case II



- Outflow arc: S
n

= 8.0 cm

-Inflow arc: S
w

= 8.5 cm

-Superficial velocity at "wake" region of the bubble: Uw = 50.34 cm/s

- Superficial gas velocity at "nose" region of the bubble: Un = Umf =

44 cm/s

- Ratio of resistance coefficients (Eq. 46): rR = 1.1265 (1 - E)

-Distance between isobars at the "nose" of the bubble: Ax
n

= .63 cm

-Distance between isobars at the "wake" of the bubble: Ax
w

= .92 cm

Application of Equation 47 yields to a third order equation as a

function of E
w

:

Ewa -
6.2915 c - 1.1265 (1 - ew)

2

with solution E
w
= 0.458

.5034 (1 - E )
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Both of the cases analyzed indicate a higher voidage at the wake

region of the bubble. It is worth noting that a small difference in

voidage above and below the bubble can cause a significant gas accumula-

tion in the bubble. That is in agreement with the theory presented in

Chapter III.

Bubble growth rate is observed to be much more sensitive to a

voidage variation above and below the bubble than to a same percentage

change of the areas of inflow and outflow. That was verified by an

arbitrary relative increase of the area of inflow with respect to the

area of outflow. For reasonable such alterations the calculated voidage

below the bubble decreased but in most of the cases remained higher than

the fixed voidage above the bubble.

In most of the cases analyzed the equal pressure lines were more

suppressed above than below the bubble. This does not necessarily mean

that a higher driving force would cause higher flow rates. The pressure

drop observed is a function of the existing gas velocity as well as of

the permeability of the dense phase. The permeability of the emulsion

phase is a function of the emulsion voidage. Pressure drop, voidage

variation, and gas accumulation rate ought to be considered in order to
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determine the relative gas flow in and out of a bubble which is not in a

flow field described by the simplified assumptions of two phase models.

A variability of the emulsion voidage in the vicinity of a growing

bubble is verified in the experimental cases analyzed. This finding

supports the validity of the Lemma presented in the theoretical part of

this work.

D. Interaction of the Flow Fields of a Rising
Bubble and the Immersed Tube

Bubble behavior in the vicinity of the immersed tube was observed

to change with respect to the bubble size. Completely different behavior

was noticed for different excess velocities. Bubble splitting in the

vicinity of the immersed tube is considered as an important phenomenon

because bubble size reduction is of prime importance for chemical reaction

considerations. A drastic change in fluidized bed combustors efficiency

is expected for different bubble sizes present. Solid particles agitation

and replacement in the vicinity of the tube affects the heat transfer

between heat exchanger internals and the bulk of the fluidized bed

reactor.

In section B of this chapter, where the pressure oscillations and

bubble occurrence analysis was presented, many important features of

bubble-tube interaction were introduced. Figures 5.2 through 5.7 show

bubbles in the vicinity of the tube and the effect the bubbles impose on

the pressure field around the tube. For values of superficial velocities

characterizing fluidization states ranging from well below minimum

fluidization to the transition to the Rapid Bubble Growth regime local

fluidization, or local bubbling, was observed in the vicinity of the tube.

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate this phenomenon as well as the pressure

fluctuations associated with that.

Local bubbling was found to play an important role in bubble

behavior and splitting in the vicinity of the tube. This was noted for

bubbles in the slow bubble regime (Fig. 5.3a) where local fluidization

was distinct in the vicinity of the tube. As a bubble was approaching

the tube, rising through the fluidized bed, local bubbling at the equator

of the tube was observed to increase. The portion of the tube where
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local bubbles are present is characterized by a lower time-average

pressure and instantaneous pressure values well below the corresponding

bed height pressure (see Fig. 5.3). Thus, the increased pressure

difference between the bubble roof and the lower part of the tube con-

stitutes a driving force which is expected to cause the observed devia-

tion of the bubble normal vertical path. Bubbles were observed to in-

cline and move towards the tube. This caused occasional increase of

bubble lateral absorption below the tube to increase the newly formed

bubble size. As a bubble was leaving the tube vicinity local fluidization

in the vicinity of the tube was decreased. This is illustrated by the

pressure signals of Figures 5.3 and 5.3a where an increasing pressure,

associated to particle presence, is noted as the bubble leaves the tube

vicinity.

Figure 5.11 shows the equal pressure lines between a rising bubble

and the tube. The dotted line indicates the bubble formed after 1/12 of

a second. The example presented is characteristic of bubbles with a

diameter one to two times the tube diameter approaching the tube. It was

taken at an excess velocity equal to 20 cm/s characteristic of the slow

bubble regime. Exhibit 5.11a shows the same bubble as it approaches in-

clining from the left-hand side towards the tube and as it eventually

evolves in the vicinity of the tube. The equal pressure lines of Figure

5.11 are drawn for frame #1, and the dotted bubble, resembling a "duck"

formation, for frame #3 of Exhibit 5.11a. The time interval from frame

to frame presented is 1/24 of a second.

An analysis of the pressure field and the bubble formation as

illustrated in Figure 5.11 shows a decreased pressure gradient at a line

connecting the center of the bubble to the center of the tube associated

to a distinct lean phase at an angular distance of 90° to the right of

this hypothetical line. The local small bubble formation at the upper

right-hand side of the tube is fed mainly through the lean phase which

supports it. The lean phase is characterized by increased pressure

gradient which indicates a concentration of outflow gas streamlines from

the main bubble below preferably to this region of the tube. This for-

mation causes a deviation of the front stagnation point of the tube

towards the hypothetical line connecting the center of the tube to the
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Exhibit 5.11a. Bubble evolution in the vicinity of the tube. The

"duck-head" formation.
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center of the approaching bubble. These two centers may be considered

as the "centers" of the two interacting flow fields described by the

immersed internal and the approaching gas void, which may be called the

"sources" of these two different kinds of flow fields (compare flow

through a void and around an obstacle). The size, shape and relative

location of the one source with respect to the other will determine

which of the flow fields is going to predominate in the overall gas flow

and bubble behavior. This helps explain the different behavior of differ-

ent size bubbles approaching an immersed internal and the observed in-

significant influence of the tube on large rising bubbles.

The small local bubble at the upper portion of the tube is fed by

the observed lean phase just below it and phases a lower voidage at its

apex. It exhibits growth and forms a shape closely resembling a "duck

head" with the rest of the approaching bubble forming the main "duck

body" (frame #3, Exhibit 5.11a). The solid particles immobilized between

the splitting bubble and the tube "rain" through the main body of the

bubble (Fig. 5.11, dotted region; Fig. 5.11a, frame #3, lightly colored

region). The bubble is observed to increase considerably in size by

another neighbor bubble which is laterally absorbed (frame #1, Exhibit

5.11a), and possibly by an increased inflow area at the lower part of

the main bubble body and a decreased voidage at the upper part where the

immobilized particles were observed. It was found that single lateral

absorption considered could not account for the observed growth (frame

#1 to #3), and an increased inflow area may be estimated from Figure 5.11

and the location of the isobars. The "duck head" formed exhibits a

lower pressure than the main body because of the decreased height of

particles lying above it. Thus it grows rapidly on the expense of the

main body which is observed to shrink. The final bubble location depends

mainly on the formed head location and not on the initial bubble body

location.

Although bubble growth was observed in the vicinity of the single

tube for the SB regime this result may not be extended to the tube array

case which is expected to restrict the bubble size. A detailed study

similar to the one presented here for all the regimes of large particle

fluidization is needed in order to evaluate the effect of a tube array
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immersed in a fluidized bed of large particles. The duck head formation

depending on a bubble-tube flow field interaction and on the local

fluidization phenomenon is expected to hold for the tube array as well.

The formed head is expected to be attracted on a similar manner to the

lower part of the tube located diagonally above the first tube in a

triangular pitch array.

For bubbles of bigger size and higher rise velocities approaching

from a position vertically below the tube a double head is formed.

Exhibit 5.12 illustrates a frame by frame evolution of such a bubble.

The leading bubble of the two parts formed after splitting exhibits a

lower pressure, and thus it grows rapidly laterally absorbing the second

bubble. Bubbles of even bigger size and rapidly growing bubbles either

pass past the internal as a single unit or are not affected at all by the

flow field around the tube which is minor in comparison to the flow field

around their boundary.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Fluid dynamics in a fluidized bed of intermediate size (0.4 < a

< 1 mm) and large (ci > 1 mm) particles are of prime importance, because

of the increasing significance of fluidized bed combustion for power

generation. The design and effectiveness of a fluidized combustor de-

pends on the behavior of the gas and solids in contact and around

immersed tubular heat exchangers.

The aim of our study was to gain a better insight of bubble be-

havior in a fluidized bed of intermediate and large particles and to

understand how this behavior would affect gas-solid reaction considera-

tions, and heat transfer to an immersed horizontal tube. For this pur-

pose theory, experiments and visual observations were matched together

in order to explain behavior phenomena observed.

Chapter I offers an introduction to the subject emphasizing on

general trends and the increasing importance of large particle fluidiza-

tion.

Chapter II is the background of what made the present study evolve.

It briefly summarizes the mathematical modeling of fluidization, compares

this knowledge to recent experimental findings in large particle fluidi-

zation and questions some of the assumptions of the simplified models of

two-phase theory. It ends with the statement of seven remarks conclud-

ing the background.

Chapter III begins with a Lemma, which by the application of Gauss'

Integral Theorem in the neighborhood of a bubble, which rises in a

potential-solids and viscous, incompressible-gas flow field, proves that

two phase models and their basic simplifying assumptions cannot account

for the observed gas accumulation in bubbles. The gas accumulation in

ascending bubbles is underlined in Remarks 6 and 7 of Chapter II and is

illustrated in Chapter V. The accumulation rate in an ascending bubble

is found to reach values comparable to the rate of flow out of the

bubble. This is proved experimentally in Chapter V.

A simplified mathematical analysis for gas accumulation in bubbles

is undertaken after the presentation of the Lemma. It is based on

Jackson's theoretical model [41] and the approach of Leung et al. [5] on
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the bubble throughflow. It allows the emulsion:. voidage to vary in the

vicinity of the bubble. Equations 27 and 28 define the accumulation

rate in a two-dimensional bubble as approximate functions of the emulsion

voidage above and below the bubble, areas or arcs of inflow and outflow

and minimum fluidization conditions. These forms were derived by a mass

balance around the bubble and the use of Carman-Kozeny Equation (30)

describing the pressure drop-velocity relation in a fluidized bed.

In section c of Chapter III, called the Growing Bubble, we show by

the use of Eq. 29 that voidage variations in the emulsion phase around a

bubble are important to bubble growth considerations. It is shown that

for large and intermediate particle fluidization and superficial velo-

cities representing atmospheric fluid bed combustor operations, both

kinetic energy, and viscous losses are important and both terms of Eq.

31 need be used in order to determine the drag force vector acting on a

particle and bubble growth. Kunii's and Levenspiel's [29] criterion of

particle Reynolds number was used in order to separate the regions where

Carman-Kozeny, Ergun, or the second term of Ergun's equation should be

used for fluid dynamics considerations in the vicinity of a bubble.

The theoretical presentation ends with an explanation of the local

fluidization observed below minimum fluidization at the vicinity of the

tube. Local fluidization first occurs at two small regions at the

equator of the tube where the vertical upward velocity is higher than

Umf, for superficial velocities greater than 0.5 Umf. The importance

of local fluidization or local bubbling to the behavior of rising

bubbles is emphasized in Chapter V.

Chapter IV describes the experimental set up developed and used in

order to obtain simultaneous pressure data and bubble behavior in the

vicinity of the tube. We emphasize here the importance of the method

used for two-dimensional studies, in order to be able to relate any

instantaneous data recording to the existing state of fluidization and

fluid behavior in the vicinity of the region of interest, and not draw

arbitrary conclusions.

Chapter V, called "Experimental Findings," functions as a tailor.

It stitches together visual observations, simultaneous pressure record-

ings in the vicinity of the tube, theory, calculations, and background
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knowledge.

Pressure-time curves are related to the bubble occurrence in the

vicinity of the tube in order to gain an insight of what a pressure-

time recording actually means and to indicate the possible use of such

recordings for in situ three-dimensional and high temperature operations,

where pressure transducers are more suitable to use than capacitance

probes and heat transfer elements. An identification of seven points on

a pressure curve with regard to the travel of the bubble at actual

fluidized bed operation is presented in Figures 5.4a and 5.4b. These

points help determine bubble and emulsion residence times in the vicinity

of the tube or at another point of interest, as well as, local fluidiza-

tion or local bubbling occurrence.

A detailed analysis of the pressure recordings is presented over

a wide range of superficial velocities. representing minimum fluidization

conditions, the slow bubble regime, the transition to the rapid bubble

growth (RBG) regime and the RBG regime per se. A drastic change in the

pressure curves is noted in regard to the amplitude and the frequency

of the pressure oscillations. The bubble frequency also increases

moderately as the velocity is increased. The ratio of the rising bubble

residence time to the emulsion residence time in the vicinity of the

tube increased significantly as we moved from the slow bubble to the

rapid bubble growth regime.

Gas-solid reaction considerations as affected from bubble size

and gas channeling out of the emulsion phase help predict that the RBG

regime might be quite ineffective from a gas conversion point of view.

A suggestion is made that effective means to diminish bubble growth,

bubble size and gas channeling are of prime importance for further

investigation.

A suggestion, in accordance to our experimental results and pre-

vious references, is made that the transition range to the rapid bubble

growth regime is expected to be a function of the excess velocity, for

particulate matter of the same physical properties. As a result a graph

representing the different regimes of fluidization of large particles of

the same physical properties, might be better expressed as a function of

the excess gas velocity above that required for minimum fluidization.
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The validity of such statement for the transition region from the Rapid

Bubble Growth to the turbulent regime is subject to more thorough

experimental testing.

Visual observations combined with pressure measurements helped us

understand different phenomena of large particle fluidization as lateral

absorption of bubbles, growing bubble evolution, and interaction of the

flow fields of rising bubbles and the immersed internal. These experi-

mental findings and interpretations are presented throughout Chapter V.

A phenomenon, so called the "duck head formation," was identified

to describe a kind of bubble behavior around the immersed tube. This

phenomenon is related to local bubbling occurring in the vicinity of the

tube at superficial velocities where bubbles are roughly the size of

the tubes. The final bubble location for these bubbles was found to

depend mainly on the formed head location and not on the initial bubble

body location. The explanation of this phenomenon may be extended to

the case of a tube array predicting gas channeling from tube to tube on

different rows. For the single tube case, bubble coalescence and in-

dependent growth was observed to increase in the vicinity of the tube.

Finally calculations related to the bubble growth were carried

out in Chapter V. 'Pressure drop, voidage variation, and gas accumula-

tion rate need be considered in order to determine the relative gas flow

in and out ofa growing bubble.

The variability of the emulsion voidage in the vicinity of a grow-

ing bubble is verified in the experimental cases analyzed. The cases

analyzed indicate a higher voidage at the wake region of the bubble. A

relatively small difference in emulsion porosity above and below the

bubble can cause a significant gas accumulation in the bubble. Bubble

growth rate is observed to be more sensitive to a voidage variation in

its immediate vicinity than to the areas of inflow and outflow.
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APPENDIX C

C PROGRAM SUPERS. FR
C *****************

C THIS ROUTINE SAMPLES THE DATA ONCE EACH TIME THE INTERRUPT
C SWITCH IS ACTIVATED.

EXTERNAL ACTIV
INTEGER RTDATA,MINCHAN,NUMCHAN,ERROR,ERRORS,

C FILENAM,FRAME,FIRST,LAST
DIMENSION RTDATA(20100),FILENAM(10),ERRORS(80)
COMMON NUMCHAN,IPOINTER,RTDATA

C ACTIVATE THE TASK TO WRITE THE DATA TO DISK WHENEVER
C THE PUSHBUTTON IS PRESSED:

75 CALL FTASK(ACTIV,$75,2)

C DUE TO AN RDOS ERROR, THIS CALL MUST BE MADE:
CALL PTCHR

C REQUEST THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE:
TYPE "TYPE IN A NAME FOR THE DATA FILE:"
READ(11,2)FILENAM(1)

2 FORMAT(S10)
C CREATE AND OPEN THE FILE IN WHICH THE DATA WILL BE STORED:

CALL CFILW(FILENAM(1),1,ERROR)
IF (ERROR . NE. 1) GO TO 520
CALL OPEN(1,FILENAM(1),3,ERROR)
IF(ERROR .NE. 1)60 TO 530

C SPECIFY THE FIRST CHANNEL NUMBER:
MINCHAN=0

sPECIFY THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS:
NUMCHAN=20

C SPECIFY THE INTERRUPT CHANNEL #:
INTCHAN=1

ZERO =0
TYPE"READY TO TAKE THE DATA:"
TYPE" "

TYPE"TO END THE PROGRAM, PRESS CTRL-A"

c****************************
C THIS IS THE MAIN LOOP:

50 CONTINUE
IPOINTER=1
FRAME=1

r.

C CALL RTP LIBRARY PROGRAM TO WAIT FOR AN INTERRUPT TO
C OCCUR ON INTERRUPT CHANNEL # INTCHAN:

100 CALL IEXPR(0,INTCHAN,ERROR)
IF (ERROR .NE. 1) GO TO 500

C CALL RTP LIBRARY PROGRAM TO SAMPLE DATA:
CALL AISHW(NUMCHAN,MINCHAN,RTDATA(IPOINTER),ERRORS(1))
IF (ERRORS(1) . NE. 1) GO TO 510

C INCREMENT POINTER:
IPOINTER=IPOINTER+NUMCHAN

C REPEAT LOOP:
IF(IPOINTER .LT. 20000)60 TO 100

C***********
C WRITE DATA TO FILE:

IPOINTER=IPOINTER-1
NFRAMES=IPOINTER/NUMCHAN
DO 200 FRAME=1,NFRAMES
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APPENDIX C, continued

FIRST=(FRAME-1)*NUMCHAN+1
LAST=FIRST+NUMCHAN-1
WRITE(1,S)(FRAME,(RTDATA(N),N=FIRST,LAST))

2 FORMAT(1X,"FRAME*",I3,1X,20I6)
200 CONTINUE

WRITE(1,4)
4 FORMAT(1X,"***END OF BLOCK*** (OVERFLOW OCCURRED)",/,/, /)
TYPE "FRAMES = ", NFRAMES
TYPE "OVERFLOW HAS OCCURRED"
GO TO 50

C**********************
C ERROR MESSAGES:

500 TYPE "ERROR: INTERRUPT SUBROUTINE, ERROR * ",ERROR
STOP

510 TYPE "ERROR: SAMPLING ERROR * ",ERRORS(1)
STOP

520 TYPE "ERROR IN OPENING THE OUTPUT FILE, ERROR St ",ERROR
STOP

530 TYPE "ERROR. FILE CANNOT BE OPENED. ERROR St ",ERROR
STOP
END

TASK ACTIV
C **************
C THIS TASK IS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE "SUPERS" PON.
C IT WRITES THE DATA TO DISK WHENEVER THE APPROPRIATE
C PUSHBUTTON IS PRESSED
C

INTEGER RTDATA.NUMCHAN,ERROR,FRAME0FIRST,LAST
DIMENSION RTDATA(20100)
COMMON NUMCHAN,IPOINTER,RTDATA
INTCHAN=0

C
C WAIT FOR THE PUSHBUTTON CONNECTED TO INTERUPT
C * INTCHAN TO BE PRESSED:

100 CALL IEXPR(0,INTCHAN,ERROR)
1F(ERROR . NE. 1)00 TO 800

C
C WRITE THE DATA TO THE FILE:

IPOINTER=IPOINTER-1
NFRAMES=IPOINTER/NUMCHAN
IF(IPOINTER . LE. 1)00 TO :300
DO 200 FRAME=1,NFRAMES
FIRST=(FRAME-1)*NUMCHAN+1
LAST=FIRST+NUMCHAN-1
WRITE(1,3)(FRAME(RTDATA(N),N=FIRST,LAST))

2. FORMAT(1X,"FRAME*",I8,1X,2016)
200 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE

WRITE(1,4)
4 FORMAT(!,1X,"***END OF BLOCK***",/,/,/)

C DISPLAY THE * OF FRAMES IN THIS BLOCK:
TYPE "FRAMES = ",NFRAMES

C REPEAT LOOP:
IPOINTER=1
00 TO 100

800 TYPE "ERROR IN INTERRUPT ACTIVATION"
STOP
END
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APPENDIX C, continued

C PROGRAM OFFSCAL.FR
C *******************
C THIS PROGRAM OFFSETS & SCALES THE DATA TAKEN BY THE
C SUPERS PROGRAM, USING THE OFFSET & GAIN VALUES WITHIN THE
C SAME FILE.
C THE DATA FILE MUST BE EDITED TO INCLUDE LABELS ABOVE
C: THE FIRST LINE OF EACH BLOCK ("OFFSET:","GAIN:",&"DATA:",
C ARE THE LABELS TO BE USED AND THEY MUST START IN THE FIRST COLUMN.

C:

INTEGER COUNT,LABEL.,CHAN,FRAME,ERROR
DIMENSION OFFSET(20),GAIN(20),DATAVAL(20),STORE(20)

C: INITIALIZATION:
DO 20 CHAN=1,20
OFFSET(CHAN)=0
GA/N(20)=0

20 CONTINUE
C OPEN THE DATA FILE (WHICH MUST BE CALLED "CAMDATA"):

CALL FOPEN(1,"CAMDATA",ERROR)
C THIS IS THE MAIN LOOP:

50 CONTINUE
C SEARCH FOR THE NEXT HEADING AND JUMP TO THE
C APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE PROGRAM:

READ(1,2,END=75,ERR=50)LABEL
2 FORMAT(A2)

IF(LABEL Ea "OF" )GO TO 100
IF(LABEL E0. "GA") 00 TO 40(1
IF(LABEL Ea "DA ")GO TO 700
GO TO 50

75 STOP
C******************************************************

100 CONTINUE
TYPE "OFFSET ROUTINE"

C THIS SECTION APPLIES TO OFFSET VALUES:

C INITIALIZE:
COUNT=0
DO 125 CHAN=1,20
OFFSET(CHAN)=0

125 CONTINUE
C START MAIN LOOP:

150 CONTINUE
C READ IN ONE LINE OF DATA:

READ(1,4,ERR=300,END=75)FRAME,(STORE(CHAN),CHAN=1,20)
4 FORMAT(6X,13,1X,20F6. 0)

C IF THE END OF THIS BLOCK HAS BEEN REACHED, SKIP AHEAD:

IF(FRAME .Ea 0)00 TO 300
C ADD THESE VALUES TO A PUNNING SUM:

DO 200 CHAN=1,20
OFFSET(CHAN)=OFFSET(CHAN)+STORE(CHAN)

200 CONTINUE
C REPEAT THE LOOP FOR THE NEXT LINE:

COUNT=COUNT+1
GO TO 150

C CALCULATE THE OFFSET VALUES AS AN AVERAGE:
300 CONTINUE

DO 350 CHAN=1,20
OFFSET(CHAN)=OFFSET(CHAN)/FLOAT(COUNT)

S50 CONTINUE
C WRITE THE VALUES ON THE LINE PRINTER:

WRITE(12,5)(OFFSET(CHAN),CHAN=1,19)
5 FORMAT(//," OFFSETS: ",20F6... 0,7!)

C REPEAT THE MAIN SECTION FOR THE NEXT BLOCK:
GO TO 50
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APPENDIX C, continued

C******************************************************
400 CONTINUE

TYPE "GAIN ROUTINE"
C: THIS SECTION APPLIES TO GAIN VALUES:

C INITIALIZE:
COUNT=0
DO 425 CHAN =1, 20
GAIN(CHAN)=0.

425 CONTINUE
C START MAIN LOOP:
C READ IN ONE LINE OF DATA:

450 CONTINUE
READ(1,4,ERR=600,END=75)FRAME,(STORE(CHAN),CHAN=1,20)

C IF THE END OF THIS BLOCK HAS BEEN REACHED, SKIP AHEAD:
IF(FRAME Eta. 0)00 TO 600

C ADD THESE VALUES TO A RUNNING SUM:
DO 500 CHAN=1,20
GAIN(CHAN)=GAIN(CHAN)+STORE(CHAN)

500 CONTINUE
C REPEAT THE LOOP FOR THE NEXT LINE:

COUNT=COUNT+1
GO TO 450

C CALCULATE THE GAIN VALUES AS AN AVERAGE:
600 CONTINUE

DO 650 CHAN=1,20
GAIN(CHAN)=GAIN(CHAN)/FLOAT(COUNT)

650 CONTINUE
C WRITE THE GAIN VALUES ON THE LINE PRINTER:

WRITE(12,7)(GAIN(CHAN),CHAN=1,19)
7 FORMAT(//," GAINS: ",20F6. 0,.//)

C REPEAT THE MAIN SECTION FOR THE NEXT BLOCK:
00 TO 50

C******************************************************
700 CONTINUE

WRITE(1'2,3)
3 FORMAT( /!)

710 CONTINUE
C THIS SECTION APPLIES TO DATA VALUES:

C READ IN ONE LINE OF DATA:
READ(1,4,ERR=50,END=75)FRAME,(STORE(CHAN),CHAN=1,20)

C IF THE END OF THE BLOCK HAS BEEN REACHED, JUMP BACK INTO THE
C MAIN LOOP:

IF(FRAME 0)00 TO 50
C CALCULATE THE SCALED VALUES IN PSI.
C: (ASSUMES GAIN VALUES ARE FOR -.5 PSI):

DO 800 CHAN =1, 19
DATAVAL(CHAN)=-0.5*(STORE(CHAN)-OFFSET(CHAN))/

C (GAIN(CHAN)-OFFSET(CHAN))
800 CONTINUE

C DO NOT CHANGE THE RAMP VOLTAGE VALUES:
DATAVAL(20) =STORE(20)

C WRITE THE VALUES OUT TO THE PRINTER:
WRITE(12,6)FRAME,(DATAVAL(CHAN),CHAN=1,20)

6 FORMAT(" FRAME*",I3,1X,8F10.5,1,11X,8F1a5,2X,3F9.5,5X,E6.0)
C REPEAT THE LOOP FOR THE NEXT LINE:

GO TO 710
C
C*****************************

END


